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Abstract

Humans cannot live without impacting the environment, but this should not stop 
designers from creating sustainable buildings. Urban developments are moving further 
away from nature, with little to no integration with the biosphere, separating humans 
from the living world day by day. Cities are never-ending destructive developments 
that are constantly changing and growing. These built environments treat the planet 
as a pit of endless resources by unsustainably consuming natural and non-renewable 
resources and then simply throwing them away.

The research aims to produce a design with minimal environmental impact and 
thoughtful integration into the biosphere through a holistic ecological design. 
Literature, precedents, site and life-cycle reviews will be used to inform the design 
decisions throughout the project, with embodied carbon energy research backing up 
the concepts and design decisions applied within the project.

The scope of the project is focused on the construction methods of buildings. There 
are many elements to sustainability, with ecological design being one of the many 
theories used to achieve it. Designing passive and self-sufficient homes are common 
within the current solutions to creating sustainable buildings with the structural system 
commonly overlooked within sustainable design. Linear economy buildings cannot 
continue to be designed and developed as they produce large amounts of waste 
and negatively impact the environment through a lack of life-cycle considerations, 
producing large amounts of waste and raw materials that end up in landfills to be lost 
forever.

The project has focused on challenging ways in which Architecture can promote 
sustainable building practices, showcasing a modular and adaptable building that 
allows for disassembly and reuse of the materials used to construct it. However, 
sustainable design cannot be broken into singular elements; in order to achieve a  
fully sustainable design, it needs to consider every element as a whole. The whole 
infrastructure of the building, its life-cycle and how people occupy it all play large roles 
in the impacts a building have on the environment. The structure of a building is simply 
one piece of the puzzle.  
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1.0 
Introduction



Urban developments are moving further away from nature, with little to no integration 
of the biosphere, separating the built environment from the living world day by day. 
“The built environment can be regarded as the embodiment of carbon emissions”,1  
as discussed by Ken Yeang in Designing to Save Nature. Cities are never-ending 
destructive developments that are constantly changing and growing. These built 
environments treat the planet as a pit of endless resources by unsustainably 
consuming natural and non-renewable resources and then simply throwing them away. 
It is difficult for humans to live and work without negatively impacting the environment, 
but that should not stop designers from creating and thinking sustainably. “Any 
building construction should be done in such a way that life’s essential - air, water 
and food - remain clean, and the natural cycle of life and its systems is maintained”,2  
as discussed by Jackie Bondanza, author of How to design and build a green office 
building. 

Humanity is greatly responsible for the rise of global warming, water pollution, air 
pollution and other poor conditions in the environment. Buildings are harming the 
environment through mindless consumption, resulting in humanity requiring to 
change their usual social behaviour and culturally shifting towards more sensitive 
consumption. The author of Man and Nature and a pioneer of the American 
conservation movement, George Marsh, believes, “every human movement, every 
organic act, ... is accompanied with atomic disturbance and every such movement, 
every such act or process affects all the atoms of universal matter.” 3 By understanding 
that everything directly or indirectly impacts the world, designers can begin to explore 
how the built environment can be integrated into the biosphere. Therefore, allowing 
designers to be more conscientious of where the buildings come from and end up.

Urban housing developments are intended to be more efficient and self-sufficient 
by increasing density and bringing amenities closer to residential blocks, reducing 
the need for transportation and shipping, decreasing the overall carbon footprint. 
Unfortunately, urban developments are “overwhelmingly synthetic and neither self-
contained nor self-sufficient,” 4 as argued by Ken Yeang in his book Saving the planet 
by Design. Urban areas are parasitically dependant on nature, offering nothing in 
return. Reducing  the carbon footprint is not enough; as discussed in Cradle to Cradle 
by Michael Braungart, “less bad is not the same as being good.” 5 Sustainability is 
not only about efficiency but considering the design holistically. If a building runs 
efficiently and sources power efficiently, but the infrastructure and construction are 
unsustainable, all other efforts are redundant.  

1.0 Introduction

1. Ken Yeang, Saving the Planet By Design (New York: Routledge, 2020), 18.
2. Jackie Bondanza, How to Design and Build a Green Office Building: a Complete Guide to Making Your New or Existing Building Environmentally Healthy (Ocala, FL: 
Atlantic Pub. Group, 2011), 19.
3. George March, Man and Nature (New York: Charles Scribner, 1865), 548.
4. Ken Yeang, Saving the Planet By Design (New York: Routledge, 2020), 18.
5. Michael Braungart and William McDonough, Cradle to Cradle Remaking the Way We Make Things (London: Vintage, 2009), 4.

Ecological design can be defined as “any form of design that minimizes 
environmentally destructive impacts by integrating itself with living processes,” 6 
Sim Van Der Ryn states in Ecological Architecture. This integration implies that the 
design promotes bio-diversity, minimises resource depletion, preserves nutrient and 
water cycles, maintains habitat quality, and attends to all other human and ecosystem 
health preconditions. Ecological design is achieved through the merger of two living 
processes, the ecosphere and the techno-sphere. The technosphere includes all the 
man-made systems that support current civilisation, and the ecosphere consists of 
all living systems. The integration and harmony of these two systems determine the 
success of an ecological design.

Holistic is defined in the Cambridge Dictionary as “relating to the whole of something 
or to the total system instead of just to its parts.” 7 In order to design holistically, 
the whole life-cycle of the building must be considered. Ken Yeang express in 
Saving the planet by Design; Designers need to change from a “take-make-dispose 
linear economy to a circular economy of take - make - reuse - recycle - replenish - 
reintegrate back into the natural environment.” 8 Designers must consider holistically 
where the buildings’ resources are sourced, how they are manufactured, utilised, and 
their end of life, allowing for buildings to reduce resource depletion, waste production 
and overall impact on the environment.

Auckland is a rapidly growing city with growing demands for more housing and more 
jobs. There is currently an extensive development happening in Drury West with the 
intention to relieve the demand for housing and jobs within Auckland. Auranga is 
the chosen site for the project, which will serve as the starting point for the project 
as ecological design is very dependent on the site and the context. Auranga’s key 
objectives are to produce a sustainable community with “ urban development… to 
establish Druy West as a model for future greenfield development,” 9 with a heavy 
emphasis on creating a community that can continue to expand and be passed down 
for years to come as discussed by Ian Munro co-author of Drury West Structure Plan. 
Unfortunately, new developments can become redundant or obsolete in 10 years and 
need to be demolished or transformed, making it costly and difficult to pass down 
generationally. Therefore, the project aims to achieve a sustainable and adaptable 
community-driven design through a holistic ecological design process that considers 
the structural system’s extraction stages, the end of life stages and the environmental 
impacts of the materials used within the design.

1.1 Background

6. Sim Van der Ryn, and Stuart Cowan, Ecological Design (10th anniversary ed. Washington, DC: Island Press, 2007), 33.
7. Cambridge Dictionary, “Holistic,” Cambridge Dictionary University Press, Accessed September 25, 2021.  https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/holistic?q=Holistic.
8. Yeang, Saving the Planet By Design, 130.
9. Ian Munro and Nicola Tagiston, “Drury West Structure Plan,” Auckland Council (Karaka and Drury Ltd, May 2017), https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/plans-projects-policies-
reports-bylaws/our-plans-strategies/unitary-plan/auckland-unitary-plan-modifications/proposed-plan-changes/docspc6/pc6-drury-west-structure-plan-document-a4-printing.pdf. 
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The structure of the thesis is broken up into a further seven chapters. Chapter 2.0 will 
cover the aims, objectives and method of the project. Chapter 3.0 reviews the relevant 
literature around ecological design and urban development. At the end of the chapter, 
a summary covers the main points and ideas learnt from the reviews. Chapter 4.0 
reviews relevant precedents that have applied the theories reviewed within chapter 
3.0. At the end of Chapter 4.0, the precedents are reflected upon to understand what 
has worked, what has not worked and what ideas can be further developed to help 
answer the project question. Chapter 5.0 will review three newly developed sites 
within Auckland to help understand what current developments are doing, what has 
worked well and what needs to be further developed and made better. Chapter 6.0 
analysis the chosen site for the project. At the end of the chapter, a reflection section 
covers what is successful, what is not successful within Auranga and what needs to 
be further developed.  Chapter 7.0 is the start of the design process, which focuses 
on analysing various construction methods and building materials. At the end of each 
section within chapter 7.0, a reflection discusses what is appropriate to develop further 
and what will help answer the research question.  Chapter 8.0  is the second part of 
the design process, focusing on the master planning and building design. This chapter 
uses everything learnt and discussed within the project to produce a design that can 
answer the question of the project. The chapter ends with a conclusion that reviews 
the project’s objectives and learnings made within the project. 

1.3 Thesis structure
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2.0 
Methodology

This chapter will explain the project’s aims and how 
they will be achieved, with the scope and limitations 
explaining what the projects will focus on. The research 
method explains the type of research used within the 
project, with the design process explaining how each 
stage influenced and inspired the final design.



How can urban housing development employ holistic ecological design techniques to 
positively engage with the environment and enhance sustainable building practices?

2.1 Research Question

Aim:

• To better understand how to achieve 
sustainable urban housing design 
through a holistic ecological design 
process.

Objectives:

• Investigate ecological and sustainable 
design theories 

• Investigate applications of ecological 
and sustainable design approaches

2.2 Aims and Objectives

Aim 2: 

• To produce a design with minimal 
environmental impact and thoughtful 
integration into the biosphere.

Objectives:

• Investigate building impacts through 
variouse material usage and construction 
methods

• Investigate how to reduce stress on 
the environment through a reduction in 
material consumption.

• Propose design that allows for 
modularity and adaptability

• Achieving Aurangas goals of efficient 
and community-driven sustainable 
design

The following aims and objectives have been formulated to answer the question:
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The scope of the project is to challenge ways in which Architecture can promote 
sustainable building practices. With the primary focus on environmental impact through 
material choices and constructions methods to promote positive engagement with the 
environemnt.

2.3.1 Areas addressed in research:

• The literature review explores environmental issues, ecological design theories, 
sustainable approaches to housing, and theories about urban housing.

• The precedents review analysis applications of the theories explored within the 
Literature review, informing the design decisions. 

• Auranga’s master planning is analysed and reviewed to inform design decisions
• Life-cycle consideration of various structural materials with regards to where the 

materials are sourced, manufactured, how they are used and their end of life.
• Embodied Carbon analysis is used to compare structural materials within New 

Zealand 
• Various construction methods regarding the structural system are looked into, 

informing the design for an appropriate design typology for a deconstructable, 
adaptable and reusable structure.

2.3.2 Limitations of research scope: 

• The project will not primarily focus on designing a sustainable infrastructure at a 
master planning level because the project is concerned with the building’s impact 
on a site through its construction, not how its water and power are sourced and 
supplied.

• The project will not be covering environmental impact through building usage, such 
as power and water consumption, as those focus more on how people occupy the 
building as appose to sustainable construction methods.

• The proposed design application will focus on one housing typology instead of 
multiple to not overcomplicate the project through the requirement of understanding 
and designing multiple typologies.

• The project will not focus on mass customisation as it does not answer the 
question.

• The project will not aim at creating or inventing a new structural system, as the 
research is focused on understanding what is currently available and how it can be 
adapted and utilised to answer the question of the project.

2.3 Scope and Limitations
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2.4 Research Method

The research followed a mixed-method, combining quantitative and qualitative 
research. The qualitative research consisted of collecting and analysing numerical 
data, and the quantitative research consisted of collecting and analysing non-
numerical data. Literature, precedents, site and life-cycle are the quantitative data 
used to inform the design decisions of the final development. Embodied carbon energy 
is the qualitative section of the research that backs up the theories and concepts 
applied within the final design.

2.4.1 Literature review 
Ecological design is a theory used to achieve sustainable design; the literature review 
explores the theory of ecological design and other sustainable design approaches. 
The literature is the starting point of the research as the theories and ideas from the 
literature review will be used to back up design decisions throughout the entire thesis.

2.4.2 Precedent review
Precedents will showcase applications of the theories taken from the literature review. 
The precedent reviews are analysed using the theories discussed in the literature 
review, showcasing the successful and unsuccessful application of sustainable design. 
The precedent reviews showcase the real-world application of sustainable design, 
informing the project about design elements that work better in theory and design 
elements more applicable in the real world. 

2.4.3 Site Analysis
The site analysis is used to understand further the context, the ecology and the 
housing requirements of the site. This site analysis and brief of Aurangas development 
within Drury West are used as the foundation for creating parameters for the design by 
providing real-world clients and a site, reducing the number of hypothetical desires and 
constraints. 

2.4.4 Material analysis and Construction methodology
Life-cycle and embodied energy analysis will be used in conjunction with theories 
presented in the literature review to back up design decisions that cannot be based on 
theory alone and need real-world evidence of working. Construction and assembly 
methods will be explored to further showcase the appropriate structural system. The 
life-cycle analysis will be used to consider the holistic design of the building, how the 
materials are sourced, produced, constructed, and their end of life. Embodied energy 
analysis will support the life-cycle research by showing what requires the most energy 
and what requires the least. 
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Figure 1. Represents how each stage influences each chapter and section of the project.
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3.0 
Literature Review

This chapter delves into the environmental issue 
currently caused within the building industry, sustainable 
theories, and urban housing; fulfilling the first half of 
the projects aim to understand better how to achieve 
sustainable design through a holistic ecological design 
approach in theory. The theories explored within this 
chapter will be used to analyse the precedents and 
inform the design of the project. 



3.0.1 Direct Indirect Impact on the environemt
Humanity is greatly responsible for the rise of global warming, water pollution, air 
pollution and other poor conditions within the environment. Humanity is harming 
the environment through mindless consumption, resulting in people requiring to 
change their usual social behaviour and culturally shifting towards more sensitive 
consumption. As discussed by the author of Man and Nature and a pioneer of 
the American conservation movement George Marsh, “every human movement, 
every organic act, every volition, passion, or emotion, every intellectual process, 
is accompanied with atomic disturbance and every such movement, every such 
act or process affects all the atoms of universal matter.” 10  By understanding that 
everything directly or indirectly impacts the world, designers can explore how the built 
environment influences the natural environment, producing solutions for reducing 
negative impacts.

It is practically impossible for humans to live and work without having some negative 
impact on the environment. However, this should not stop architects and builders from 
creating and designing buildings that can meet human needs and significantly reduce 
the negative impacts and harms they have on the environment. Jackie Bondanza, the 
author of How to Design and Build a Green Office building, states that  “any building 
construction should be done in such a way that life’s essential - air, water and food - 
remain clean, and the natural cycle of life and its systems is maintained.” 11 

3.0.2 Ecological Design
Ecological design is a theory for achieving sustainable architecture that focuses on 
minimising the built environment’s impact on nature. There is the designer’s concept 
of the environment and the ecologist’s concept of the environment. Ken Yeang, 
the author of Designing With Nature: the ecological basis for architectural design, 
discusses the need for designers to acknowledge the ecologist’s concept of the 
environment. Designers tend to wrongly judge the environment and its state as simply 
a physical and spatial zone (i.e. as a site context and geographical location) on which 
a building is constructed, but “a close understanding of the ecosystem concept is vital 
before we can relate a design to its environment”.12 Designers must acknowledge 
and understand the existing ecological systems inherent in the projects site to create 
opportunities for a building to engage with the environment positively. Architects or 
designers tend to consider the physical site but often completely fail to include and 
consider the biological constituents (i.e. the community of plants and animals) of the 
site’s ecosystem. One of the essential aspects of an ecologically responsive approach 
argued by Yeang in Designing with Nature is, “architecture cannot be regarded as 
completed once it is erected on site. In the ecological approach, it must be considered 
in the context of its entire life cycle.” 13  A holistic ecological design approach can help 
create a building with consideration of its impact on the environment through choices 
in building materials, recycling or reusing resources, consideration of energy or 
resources consumption, and the end of life of a building.

3.0 Literature Review

10. George March, Man and Nature (New York: Charles Scribner, 1865), 548
11. Jackie Bondanza, How to Design and Build a Green Office Building: a Complete Guide to Making Your New or Existing Building Environmentally Healthy (Ocala, FL: 
Atlantic Pub. Group, 2011), 19.
12. Ken Yeang, Designing With Nature: the ecological basis for architectural design, (New York: McGraw-Hill, 
1995), 8.
13. Yeang, Designing With Nature: the ecological basis for architectural design, 45.Li
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In his book Ecological design, Sim Van Der Ryn argues that urban environments 
tend to disregard the importance of nature, “Nothing in the design should violate 
the wider integrities of nature.” 14 Developments must encourage biodiversity within 
the design alongside enhancing the site by “also restoring existent devastated 
ecosystems within the wider landscape of our design” 15 as expressed by Ken Yeang 
in Green Design from Theory to Practice. Nature cannot be relied upon to fix all 
humanity’s mistakes, such as soaking all the carbon produced from transportation, 
farming and resource production. Nature has its limits as to how much it can adapt, 
absorb, and sustain resource farming. Ryn states in Ecological Design, it is essential 
that designers “unmask systems and processes that remain hidden from view.” 16 
Unmasking the infrastructure allows occupants to understand where power, food, 
resources, water all come from, end up and how they affect the environment. Ryn 
states in Ecological Design; it is important to consider the infrastructure and its 
“resource flows— electricity, water, food, and so on— necessary to maintain a building, 
campus, or community” 17 as they are vital for supporting human lives. Ecological 
design aims to design for sustainable; water supply, water disposal, waste treatment, 
power and food supply by enhancing the wider context and not just taking from it. All 
infrastructure significantly affects the environment indirectly and directly. Regardless 
of a single building’s sustainability, it is insignificant if the infrastructure supporting it is 
unsustainable. 

3.0.3 Urban Development 
Many New Zealanders prefer low-density housing because the “suburban lifestyle 
remain an aspirational goal,” 18 as stated by Natalie Allen, co-author of Enhancing 
livability through urban intensification: The idea and role of neighbourhood. If higher 
density is to be effective, people need to feel they can live in a multi-unit dwelling 
without changing their lifestyles drastically. Intensification works when implemented 
well by having a good sense of community and designing and developing around 
valuable amenities like public transport, retail stores and public spaces. These 
encourage people to get out and interact with each other and provides the opportunity 
for various activities to occur. As Dominique Hes formulates it in Designing for Hope, 
“Urban development is not sustainable if it does not maintain or increase the pre-
settlement level of ecosystem services.” 19 Urban design needs to be flexible with 
room to grow and develop without drastically altering the existing ecosystems. Urban 
design is more successful when thought of as a living space, an area in which all life 
can thrive. Traditionally the designers see buildings in terms of their aesthetics, siting, 
spatial utilisation, form, structure and building elements. Ecologists see the building 
conceptually in the context of the ecosystem, as Ken Yeang emphasises in Designing 
with Nature, “he or she conceives a building as consisting of not only the abiotic (non-
living) components but also the together as a whole system in the context of other 
ecosystems in the biosphere.” 20  

14. Ryn, and Cowan, Ecological Design, 126.
15. Ken Yeang and Arthur Spector, Green Design from Theory to Practice (London: Black Dog, 2011), 9.
16. Ryn, and Cowan, Ecological Design, 189.
17. Ryn, and Cowan, Ecological Design, 119.
18. Natalie Allen, Errol Haarhoff, and Lee Beattie, “Enhancing Liveability through Urban Intensification: The Idea and Role of Neighbourhood,” Cogent Social Sciences 4, no. 
1 (January 2018): pp. 267-280, https://doi.org/10.1080/23311886.2018.1442117, 3.
19. Dominique Hes and, Chrisna Du Plessis, Designing For Hope, (New York: Routledge, 2015), 94
20. Ken Yeang, Designing With Nature: , the ecological basis for architectural design,  (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1995), 45. 21



In People + Place + Space: A design guide for urban New Zealand, the Ministry for the 
Environment states that “Urban design builds on the community’s values and vision for 
an area and its sense of place.” 21 The context and culture of the area play a huge role 
in the outcome of the design. If an urban design is going to work better for people, it 
must consider the occupants at the start and during its design process. Souter-Brown, 
the author of Landscape and Urban Design for Health and Well-being, claims, when 
considering how the urban design and the environment interact with each other, 
designers “need to first evaluate the project from the high master planning stage down 
to the details of the small scale, in terms of creating an experience.” 22 The landscape 
needs to be considered alongside the designing and planning stages. Flora and 
fauna need to be suited for the context and positively impact the people and animals 
occupying the space. The development should allow everyone to feel welcomed and 
invited, creating gardens and communal green areas to allow for more active lifestyles, 
instead of using the greenery solely as an aesthetic addition to soften buildings. “The 
stronger the connection, the more acutely the disconnection from nature is felt.” 23 
As discussed by Souter-Brown in Landscape and Urban Design for Health and Well-
being, the interaction urban design has with the environment is crucial to how it affects 
the occupants of the area; taking away nature and greenery has a negative effect on 
the climate and people.

Localising cities allows occupants to be more aware of the planet’s limits as resource 
collection and infrastructure will no longer be out of sight out of mind. Ken Yeang 
emphasises in his book, Saving the Planet by Design, that “ecological design 
means working integrally within the limits of Nature as functioning within the carrying 
capacities of the planets ecological system.” 24 Designers must not exploit natural 
resources because they have a limit; humanity cannot cut down every tree on the 
planet and simply replant them or exploit nonrenewable resources. Yeang argues 
in Saving the Planet by Design that “Urban areas are parasitically dependant on 
nature”,25 continuously taking and treating the plant as an endless pit of resources 
while offering nothing in return. Unlike natural ecosystems, urban ecosystems only 
take from the environment without replenishing it. Cities are vastly separated and 
disconnected from nature, taking resources far beyond the city borders; their lack of 
integration underappreciates nature’s importance to sustaining life on Earth. Yeang 
believes that “Cities must change from its existing mostly denatured… synthetically 
and overwhelmingly abiotic” 26 systems if humans are to create a sustainable world 
as stated in Saving the Planet by Design. Creating green spaces that promote 
biodiversity and encourage other life to thrive within a space is important. “Every bit 
of green space in a built environment brings benefit, even…a few native flowers in a 
planter box,” 27 Yeang states in Saving Planet by Design. Primarily, in an urban context 
where continuous non-renewable sources are exploited, large amounts of waste 
are produced. However, just preserving and enhancing the ecology of the site is not 
enough. A design may encourage 

21. Ministry for the Environment, People + Places + Spaces A Design Guide for Urban New Zealand, (Wellington: Ministry for the Environment, March 2002) ,18.
22. Gaygle Souter Brown, “Landscape and Urban Design for Health and Well-Being,” (Routledge New York: Routledge, 2015), 48.
23. Brown, “Landscape and Urban Design for Health and Well-Being,”  247.
24. Ken Yeang, Saving Planet By Design (New York: Routledge, 2020), 7.
25. Yeang, Saving the Planet By Design, 22.
26. Yeang, Saving the Planet By Design, 21.
27. Yeang, Saving the Planet By Design, 21.
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biodiversity and revitalise the native flower and fauna, but the little good done is 
redundant if the construction still produces harmful byproducts and waste. Just 
because something has reduced its negative impacts on the environment does not 
mean it is good; it is merely a step in the right direction.

3.0.4 Holistic Design
Revitalising the site, promoting bio-diversity and creating a sustainable inferstructure 
is one part of sustainable design. Yeang argues in Saving the Planet by Design; 
humanity needs to redesign the way they build and live, to change from a “take-
make-dispose linear economy to a circular economy of take - make - reuse - recycle - 
replenish -reintegrate back into the natural environment.” 28 Designers cannot continue 
to design single-use items with the intended purpose of being recycled. “The misuse of 
material resources is not just suicidal for future human generations but catastrophic for 
the future of life,” 29 argued by Michale Braungart in his book Cradle to Cradle. 
Designers must make it their goal to create things that do not harm the world at a high 
ecological cost and understand that it is irresponsible to put the burden of present 
creations’ destruction on future generations. Humanity cannot continue creating and 
designing single-use items that take precious resources and fuse them together just to 
be thrown away into landfills and lost forever. Braungart explains in Cradle to Cradle 
how “Early agriculturalists accepted the law of return.” 30 The law of return simply 
meant that what one takes from nature is either returned or repaid. It is much harder to 
achieve now with the more complex materials and products produced today, but it is 
not impossible. Prevalent design terms are “zero emissions, zero-footprint, reduction, 
avoidance, minimization,” 31 which are believed to be the solutions to creating a green 
and sustainable design. However, just because something is “less bad,” 32 it does not 
mean it is good, as discussed by Braungart in Cradle to Cradle. Designing for things to 
be less bad is to accept things as they are; that destructive and wasteful design is the 
best that can be achieved.

Creating a product to be used once then thrown away to be recycled is not a solution 
to waste production. Braungart expresses in Cradle to Cradle that recyclable materials 
are a popular way to design single-use items, but “all materials have far longer use 
periods than people expect.” 33 Everything has an inevitable end; all designers are 
doing by taking waste products that have reached the end of their usefulness and 
recycling them is simply extending their life before the waste inevitably ends up in 
a landfill. Creating products that can be disassembled and reassembled time and 
time again or designed to be reused is more effective than designing something to 
be recycled. Ken Yeang argues that people must design with bio integration in mind. 
Yeang states in Saving the Planet by Design that “Biointergration is defined as the 
state of being combined or the process of combining into a complete and harmonious 
… connection between abiotic and the biotic in nature.” 34 Yeang argues that designers 
need to consider the way users occupying the building affect the context and how 

28. Yeang, Saving the Planet By Design, 130.
29. Michael Braungart and William McDonough,  Cradle to Cradle Remaking the Way We Make Things (London: Vintage, 2009), 3.
30. Braungart and McDonough,  Cradle to Cradle Remaking the Way We Make Things, 4.
31. Braungart and McDonough,  Cradle to Cradle Remaking the Way We Make Things, 4.
32. Braungart and McDonough,  Cradle to Cradle Remaking the Way We Make Things, 67.
33. Braungart and McDonough,  Cradle to Cradle Remaking the Way We Make Things, 6.
34. Yeang, Saving the Planet By Design, 2.
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materials are harmlessly reintegrated into the environment. Yeang believes that “the 
flows and fluxes of energy, materials, water and biota associated with the systems 
of manufacturing, operation and recovery” 35 of the built environment need to be 
combined into natures ecosystem and cycle as stated in Saving the Planet by Design. 
Creating artifacts with no cross-contamination of resources allows products and 
artifacts to be returned to nature or introduced into a circular economy model. 

Holistic design is important for considering the life cycle of a building as Ryn discusses 
in Ecological Design that designers need to ”design for disassembly,” 36 considering 
the end of life of things. Braungart refers to “Waste equals food” 37 in Cradle to Cradle 
as an expression of the need to manufacture products to remain valuable after their 
primary useful life. Products can either return to nature as biological nutrients or 
recirculate within a closed-loop industrial cycle as technical nutrients. Jouni Korhonen 
defines circular economy in his article Circular Economy: The Concept and its 
Limitation, as the idea of a none linear cycle for production consumption, stoping 
the constant take, make and waste methodology. A circular economy is achieved 
by using cyclical materials, renewable energy sources and cascading energy flows. 
“Circular economy limits the throughput flow to a level that nature tolerates and 
utilises ecosystem cycles in economic cycles by respecting their natural reproduction 
rates.” 38 The life-cycle of a design needs to be considered to achieve sustainable 
design, encouraging designers not to abuse nature for its resources and reduce waste 
production as much as possible.

Changes in the ecosystem conditions and depletion of the earth’s resources arise 
from the stresses resulting from human actions and activities. These issues must be 
considered and implemented into housing development design as the changes in 
conditions caused by the built environment generally involve the depletion, alteration 
and addition to the earth’s ecosystems and resources. All designs which result in one 
of those changes may be regarded as having an ecological impact. Planning in the 
context of a buildings entire life cycle is essential because designs do not always fulfil 
the needs after a few years and require change. Allowing for flexibility and adaptability 
is crucial. The architect’s social responsibility is to consider that the “resources and 
energies invested in architecture, urban planning… are planned and specified,” 39 as 
expressed by Richard Crowther in his book, Ecological architecture. This process 
should be followed throughout the design, construction, use, repair and eventual end 
of life of the building. “Effective material management improves project sustainability”,40  
as discussed by Charles Kibert in his book, Sustainable construction green building 
design and delivery.

35. Yeang, Saving the Planet By Design, 3.
36. Ryn, and Cowan, Ecological Design, 119.
37. Braungart and McDonough, Cradle to Cradle Remaking the Way We Make Things, 92.
38. Jouni Korhonen & Antero Honkasalo & Jyri Seppälä, (2018). Circular Economy: The Concept and its Limitations. Ecological Economics, 37-46. 10.1016/j.
ecolecon.2017.06.041, 39
39. Richard Crowther, Ecological Design, (Boston: Butterworth Architecture, 1992), 8. 
40. Charels J Kibert, Sustainable Construction Green Building Design and Delivery., 4th ed. (New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons, Inc, 2016), 475.Li
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41. Jackie Bondanza, How to Design and Build a Green Office Building: a Complete Guide to Making Your New or Existing Building Environmentally Healthy, 19.
42. Yeang, Designing With Nature: , the ecological basis for architectural design, 45.
43. Yeang, Saving Planet By Design, 7.
44. Yeang, Saving the Planet By Design, 130.

3.1 Literature Summary

3.1.1 Direct and Indirect Impact of the Built environment:
Humanity is harming the environment through mindless consumption. A holistic 
ecological design approach is a potential solution for achieving sustainable 
architecture that focuses on minimising the negative impact of the built environment 
through life-cycle and site revitalisation strategies. As emphasised by Jackie 
Bondanza, the author of How to Design and Build a Green Office building, that  “any 
building construction should be done in such a way that life’s essential - air, water and 
food - remain clean, and the natural cycle of life and its systems is maintained.” 41 It is 
not only about how people occupy the buildings, but how the buildings are constructed 
and how they are implemented within the context. 

3.1.2 Ecological Design:
Ecological design is a theory for achieving sustainable architecture that focuses on 
minimising the built environment’s impact on nature. Creating green spaces that 
promote biodiversity and encourage other life to thrive within a space is important, 
but nature must be integrated into the building’s design. Urban design is more 
successful when thought of as a living space, an area that can provide for life to 
thrive. Traditionally the designers see buildings in terms of their aesthetics, siting, 
spatial utilisation, form, structure and building elements. Ecologists see the building 
conceptually in the context of the ecosystem, as Ken Yeang emphasises in his book 
Designing with Nature, “he or she conceives a building as consisting of not only the 
abiotic (non-living) components but also the living, together as a whole system in the 
context of other ecosystems in the biosphere.” 42 However a design may encourage 
biodiversity and revitalise the native flower and fauna, but the little good done is 
redundant if the construction still produces harmful byproducts and waste.

3.1.3 Construction Methods:
Ken Yeang emphasis’s in his book, Design to save the planet, that “ecological design 
means working integrally within the limits of Nature as functioning within the carrying 
capacities of the planets ecological system.” 43 Humanity cannot continue harming the 
environment through endless exploitation of natural resources because nature has its 
limits Yeang argues in Designing to save the planet; humanity needs to redesign the 
way they build and live, to change from a “take-make-dispose linear economy to a 
circular economy of take - make - reuse - recycle - replenish -reintegrate back into the 
natural environment.” 44 Designers cannot continue to design single-use items with the 
intended purpose of being recycled. All designers are doing by taking waste products 
that have reached the end of their usefulness and recycling them is simply extending 
its life before the waste inevitably ends up in a landfill. Designers need to consider how 
resources can be reused without being turned into waste. As expressed by Michael
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Braugart in Cradle to Cradle, just because something is “less bad,” 45 it does not mean 
it is good. Designing for things to be less bad is to accept things as they are; that 
destructive and wasteful design is the best that can be achieved. Creating buildings 
with no cross-contamination of resources allows products and buildings to be returned 
to nature or introduced into a circular economy model. In Designing with Nature, 
Yeang states that he believes it is important to understand that, “architecture cannot 
be regarded as completed once it is erected on site. In the ecological approach, 
it must be considered in the context of its entire life cycle.” 46 A holistic ecological 
design approach can help create a building with consideration of its impact on the 
environment through sustainable resource collection, choices in building materials, 
recycling or reusing resources, consideration of energy or resource consumption, and 
the end of life of a building.

45. Braungart and McDonough, Cradle to Cradle Remaking the Way We Make Things, 4
46. Yeang, Designing With Nature: the ecological basis for architectural design, 45Li
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4.0 
Precedents Review

This chapter fulfilled the second half of the project’s first 
aim to understand how a holistic ecological design can 
be applied and used within the real world by analysing 
real-world examples that showcase elements of the 
theories discussed within the literature review. This 
chapter delves into various applications of the theories 
learnt from the literature review, analysing them to help 
better inform and inspire the design outcome of the 
project.



4.1 Institute for Forestry and Nature Research, by Stefan Behnisch. (1998)

The research facility and the IBM Tower are two examples that showcase an early 
attempt at simple bio-integration by promoting the biodiversity of native flora and fauna 
within and around the buildings. 

Ken Yeang discusses in his book Designing with Nature, “a close understanding of 
the ecosystem concept is vital before we can relate a design to its environment.” 47  
Native flora and fauna are essential for revitalising the site, and understanding of the 
sun and wind are important for designing naturally ventilated and well-lit buildings. 
These two buildings showcase the application of these ideas through working with the 
environment by reducing water pollution and revitalising the ecology within the context 
of the buildings.

The Nature Research Institute showcases how a building can implement bio-diversity 
and the natural ecology to be a part of the design. This building utilises nature for 
water recycling and stormwater retention systems and promotes biodiversity, creating 
an ecosystem for the natural ecology to thrive within the facility.

47. Yeang, Designing With Nature: the ecological basis for architectural design, 8.
48. Behnisch Architeken, “ IBN – Institute for Forestry and Nature Research Wageningen, The Netherlands,” Behnisch Architekten / Ibn – Institute for Forestry and Nature 
Research, accessed March 28, 2021, https://behnisch.com/work/projects/0022.
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Figure 2. Figure 3.

The basic concept of the integrated atrium allows for energy-efficient management 
of the buildings overall system. The atrium acts as a climate buffer zone and weather 
protection, meaning internal walls can be of simpler construction. This simpler 
construction allows for large curtain walls that maximise the natural light to enter the 
building without concern for heat loss or the need for double glazed windows and 
reduce the need for electrical lighting during the day.

Menara Mesiniaga is one of the early attempts at implementing ecological design 
theory into a building. The building is designed to passively use natural resources, 
such as solar, wind, temperature changes, humidity, in the climatic conditioning of 
spatial and functional systems. Ken Yeang has attempted to create a biodiverse 
ecosystem within the building, allowing many other life forms to thrive alongside the 
building and its occupants. Utilising nature to support the various systems passively 
makes it a more efficient building to run.
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4.2 Menara Mesiniaga/ IBM Tower, by Ken Yeang. (1992)

49. David Douglass-Jaimes, “Ad Classics: Menara Mesiniaga / T. R. Hamzah &amp; Yeang Sdn. Bhd..,” ArchDaily (ArchDaily, September 28, 2015), https://www.archdaily.
com/774098/ad-classics-menara-mesiniaga-t-r-hamzah-and-yeang-sdn-bhd.

Figure 4. Research Facility section drawing by author

Figure 5. Figure 6. Figure 7.



4.3 Earthship IronBank, by Martin Freney. (2016) 

The Earthship IronBank and Kern Center more recent developments that showcase 
how buildings can reduce their impacts on the environment through self-sufficient 
designs, reducing the occupants need for external sources for food, water and 
electricity.

The designer and primary builder behind the Earthship Ironbank, Martin Freney, was 
greatly inspired by Michael Reynolds and his book Earthship Volume 1. In 1970, 
Michael Reynolds began his Earthship movement with the idea that people need 
to “evolve self-sufficient units that are their own systems,” 50 stating this in his book 
Earthship. The idea came from a spaceship, a vessel in which life is essentially self-
sufficient— with the initial concept exploring how nature interfaced with the planet and 
how it could create a sustainable community.

Michael Reynolds believes the future to achieving ecologically sustainable architecture  
is through the creation of self-sufficient homes, which begin with no reliance on any 
industrial sources for anything regarding power, water and food. As Reynolds argues 
in his book Earthship, humanity render large amounts of land useless and filled with 
extensive industrial zones that produce large quantities of waste and irreversible 
damage to the site’s ecology. These large industrial zones simply take from the planet 
and give nothing back.

50. Michael E. Reynolds, Earthship, vol. 1 (Taos, NM: Solar Survival Architecture, 1990), 1
51. Martin Freney, “Earthship Ironbank,” Earthship Ironbank, accessed March 28, 2021, https://www.earthshipironbank.com.au/.
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Figure 8. Figure 9.

Implementation of solar panels, water tanks, and the use of a greenhouse for growing 
food are systems put in place to reduce the impact the building has on the wider 
context. The Earthship typology allows occupants to live entirely off the land, simply 
taking what they need and nothing more, meaning occupance have little to no indirect 
effect on the context outside of their homes.

The R.W. Kern Center is a multi-purpose facility intended to achieve high levels of 
sustainable design: generating its own energy, capturing and treating its own water, 
and processing and recycling its waste. A common typology with buildings attempting 
to achieve sustainable design is to be self-contained. 

3352. International Living Future Institute, “R.W. Kern Center,” International Living Future Institute, April 9, 2018, https://living-future.org/lbc/case-studies/r-w-kern-center/.

4.4 R.W. Kern Center, by Bruner/Cott & Associates, Inc. (2016) 

Figure 10. Earthship section drawing by author

Figure 11. Figure 12.



4.5 Habitat ‘67, by Moshe Safdie. (1967) 

53. Yeang, Saving the Planet By Design, 130.
54. Gili Merin, “Ad Classics: Habitat 67 / Safdie Architects,” ArchDaily (ArchDaily, July 21, 2013), https://www.archdaily.com/404803/ad-classics-habitat-67-moshe-safdie.

The Capsule Tower, Habitat 67 and Quinta 
Monroy are examples of modular and 
adaptable design. The Capsule Tower and 
Habitat 67 are early attempts at creating 
adaptable buildings, and the Quinta Monroy is a 
more recent and more successful development 
on the concept.

Nature successfully adapts to its surroundings 
and gives back what it takes, architecture 
“must seek to become like nature, and more 
specifically it must emulate and replicate,”53 
as expressed by Ken Yeang in his book 
Saving the Planet by Design. The issue with 
current buildings is their static nature; once 
the construction of a building is finished, they 
are considered complete and left to reach 
their expected life span. Once buildings reach 
the end of their usefulness, they are either 
renovated or demolished, both options creating 
large amounts of waste.

Habitat 67 and the Nakagin Capsule tower 
were early attempts at modular high-density 
living that attempted to attach the static nature 
of buildings. Habitat 67 was successful in 
concept but unfortunately failed because it did 
not create cheaper housing as the designer 
had initially set out to do.
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Figure 14.

Figure 13.

Figure 15.

Figure 16.

The capsule tower was designed to 
have small modular units that plug 
into one central core, allowing for easy 
development, easy capsule additions, 
and easy capsule interchangeability. 
However, this tower was not very 
successful due to the occupants 
discomfort of the tiny spaces and the 
capsules being very expensive to 
manufacture and maintain.

55. Ministry for the Environment, People + Places + Spaces A Design Guide for Urban New Zealand, (Wellington: Ministry for the Environment, March 2002) ,18.
56. Dezeen, “Nakagin Capsule Tower to Be Dismantled and given to Museums,” (Dezeen, July 20, 2021), https://www.dezeen.com/2021/07/16/
nakagin-capsule-tower-dismantled-news/.

There is little to no room for residents, 
making it very cramped and 
unpleasant to live in. As discussed 
in People + Place + Space: A design 
guide for urban New Zealand, by the 
Ministry for the Environment, “Urban 
design builds on the community’s 
values and vision for an area and 
its sense of place.” 55 The context 
and culture of the area play a huge 
role in the outcome of the design. 
If an urban design is going to work 
better for people, it must consider the 
occupants at the start and during its 
design process. The building was not 
designed with consideration of the 
occupancies comfort in mind, making 
it undesirable to live in due to its cost 
and small space.
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4.6 Nakagin Capsule, by Kisho Kurokawa. (1971) 

Figure 17. Nakagin Capsule 
diagram by author

Figure 18.



Ken Yeang expresses in his book Designing with Nature that, “architecture cannot 
be regarded as completed once it is erected on site. In the ecological approach, it 
must be considered in the context of its entire life cycle.” 57 Quinta Monroy is a social 
housing project done by Elemental in Chilli. The concept is that a family move into a 
semi-complete home that has the bare essentials of one bedroom, one bathroom, a 
kitchen and one living space. Once the family have saved up enough money they can 
add to the existing structure expanding the house for more people and rooms. Using 
similar concepts explored in the Nakagin Capsule Tower and Habitat 67, the Architect 
has successfully created a set of houses that can develop and expand with the context 
around them.

The services are located in one area, making it easier to run servicing through each 
level and more cost-effective and less wasteful. The ground floor serves as an informal 
space where guests can enter and occupy the building while allowing residents to 
have privacy on the upper levels.

57. Yeang, Designing With Nature: the ecological basis for architectural design, 45.
58. Igor Fracalossi, “Quinta Monroy / Elemental,” ArchDaily (ArchDaily, December 31, 2008), https://www.archdaily.com/10775/quinta-monroy-elemental.

4.7 Quinta Monroy, by Elemental (2003)
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Figure 19. Figure 21. Quinta Monroy
sketch by author

Figure 20.

Figure 22. Figure 23.

Figure 24.

BedZED is UK’s first large scale, mixed-use 
sustainable community. Full of 100 houses, 
office spaces, a college and community 
facilities. BedZED was created with the goal 
to produce a zero-carbon eco-village. The 
designers claim they have produced greener 
construction methods, more efficient living and 
a healthier place to live. Claiming they have 
done this by utilising local materials to cut 
down the carbon footprint created by overseas 
shipping, reclaimed products such as recycled 
steel which makes up 15% of the construction 
and revitalising the land around the building. 59

The buildings are all designed to passively 
ventilate and cool the internal spaces, 
and utalise a biomass boiler for heating 
water and other appliances. Hackbridge, 
London, suffers from serious water stress. 60 
BedZED was designed to safeguard water 
by consuming less than conventional new 
housing developments, by recycling waste 
water and by reducing the flow of water into the 
sewage system during heavy rainfall. Green 
roofs are implemented to reduce the stress on 
stormwater systems and help against the heat 
island effect.

59. BedZED – the UK’s First Major Zero-Carbon Community,” Bioregional, accessed September 26, 2021, https://www.bioregional.com/projects-and-services/case-studies/
bedzed-the-uks-first-large-scale-eco-village.
60. “BedZED – the UK’s First Major Zero-Carbon Community,” Bioregional, accessed September 26, 2021, https://www.bioregional.com/projects-and-services/case-studies/
bedzed-the-uks-first-large-scale-eco-village.

The internal spaces between the buildings 
have been dedicated for greenery and 
promotion of bio-diversity rather than roads for 
cars. All the car parking is located along the 
outskirts of the site allowing for more greenery 
within the site and less paved road surfaces. 

4.8 BedZED, by Bill Dunster (2002)
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Figure 25. Figure 26.

Figure 27.
Sketch by athor

Figure 28.

Figure 29.



4.9 X-Frame, by Ged Finch. (2019)

The X-Frame and Loblolly house are two successfully examples of circular economy 
designs. Both structural systems allow for easy disassembly and reusability, reducing 
waste production and demand on raw materials for new buildings.

Ken Yeang argues in Designing to save the planet; humanity needs to redesign the 
way they build and live, to change from a “take-make-dispose linear economy to a 
circular economy of take - make - reuse - recycle - replenish -reintegrate back into the 
natural environment.” 61 Designers cannot continue to design single-use items with the 
intended purpose of being recycled. The X-Frame is a small-scale project done by Ged 
Finch for his PhD with the goal of eliminating waste and the demand for raw materials. 
This structural system is an example of how a non-linear system can be created. 
The X-Frame system allows for disassembly and the opportunity to be reused within 
other projects or easily altered in a renovation. X-Frame is a modular design that can 
be rebuilt endlessly without being contaminated by other materials, allowing for the 
eventual recycling of the product. The use of a CNC machine helps to mass-produce 
pieces with minimal waste and human error. 

61. Michael E. Reynolds, Earthship, vol. 1 (Taos, NM: Solar Survival Architecture, 1990), 1
62. XFRAME PTY Limited, “XFRAME™,” X Frame, accessed March 28, 2021, https://xframe.com.au/.Pr
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Figure 30.

Figure 31. Figure 32. Figure 33. Figure 34.

4.10 Loblolly House, by Kierantimberlake. (2006)

The Loblolly House proposes a similar system utilising aluminium framing. The bolt-on 
system allows for easy construction, continuous adaptability, easy disassembly and 
reassembly of the building. Both structural systems proposed are successful examples 
of “design for disassembly,” 63 as Sim Van Der Ryn discussed in Ecological design. 
The Loblolly house is what KieranTimberlake believe can be achieved through a 
holistic design process; a building with no cross-contamination of materials that can be 
disassembled instead of demolished and eventually recycled rather than wasted. 64

63. Ryn, and Cowan, Ecological Design, 119.
64. Barry Bergdoll and Peter Christensen, Home Delivery Fabricating the Modern Dwelling (New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 2008), 224. 39

Figure 35.

Figure 36. Figure 37.



4.11 Precedents Review - Reflection

The Nature Research Institute and the IBM Tower showcase how the built and natural 
world can co-exist by making flora and fauna an integrated part of the design—by 
creating a green design that promotes biodiversity. However, these buildings focus 
on the immediate site; the buildings’ indirect impact on the environment through their 
construction have not been considered or designed for. Creating green spaces that 
promote biodiversity and encourage other life to thrive within a space is important. 
“Every bit of green space in a built environment brings benefit, even … a few 
native flowers in a planter box,” 65 Yeang states in Designing to save the planet.  
Nevertheless, The good done through site revitalisation is redundant if the construction 
of the buildings still produces harmful byproducts and waste.

The Earthship IronBank and R.W Kern Center are examples of how occupants can 
reduce their impact on the environment. Solar panels for renewable energy, rainwater 
collection systems for water supply and gardens help with achieving a sustainably 
functioning building. By unmasking “systems and processes that remain hidden 
from view,” 66 the occupants can understand where power, food, and water come 
from, encouraging conscientious consumption, as discussed by Sim Van Der Ryn in 
his book Ecological Design. These two buildings have created self-sufficient, zero 
carbon-footprint buildings that reduce the wider impact on the environment through 
keeping everything within the immediate context, taking power water and food from 
what is produced within the buildings themselves. However, as discussed by Michael 
Braungart in Cradle to Cradle, prevalent design terms are “zero emissions, zero-
footprint, reduction, avoidance, minimisation,” 67 which are believed to be the solutions 
to creating a green and sustainable design. They may be “less bad” than traditional 
buildings, but that does not mean they are good. These two buildings do not consider 
the indirect and direct impacts caused by the construction of the buildings; they simply 
consider how sustainable the functionality and usability of the buildings are, which is 
one element of sustainable design.

Nature successfully adapts to its surroundings; architecture “must seek to become 
like nature, and more specifically it must emulate and replicate,” 68 as expressed by 
Ken Yeang in his book Saving the Planet by Design. The issue with current buildings 
is their static nature; once they are constructed, they are considered complete and 
left to deteriorate slowly. The concept to take and understand from the Capsule 
tower, Habitat, and Chilli is that nothing lasts forever, that the environment and 
society are constantly changing and ever-evolving. Therefore the buildings that are 
being created must have the ability to adapt and grow with their surrounding context. 
“Efforts to optimise buildings have so far concentrated on the lowest possible energy 
consumption and keeping CO2 emissions low during the use stage”, 69 as expressed 
by Annette Hafner in Manual of Multi-Storey Timber Construction. Emissions and 
energy consumption during a buildings’ use stage is only one element of producing an 
ecological design that reduces its impact on the environment. 

65. Yeang, Saving the Planet By Design, 21.
66. Ryn, and Cowan, Ecological Design, 189
67. Braungart and McDonough,  Cradle to Cradle Remaking the Way We Make Things, 4.
68. Yeang, Saving the Planet By Design, 21.
69. Hermann Kaufmann, Stefan Krötsch, Stefan Winter, Christina McKenna, Douglas Fox, and Meriel Clemett. Manual of Multi-Storey Timber Construction (Munich: Detail 
Business Information, 2018), 26.Pr
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The construction methods used are equally important to consider as discussed by 
Ken Yeang, designers must change from a “take-make-dispose linear economy to a 
circular economy of take - make - reuse - recycle - replenish - reintegrate back into 
the natural environment.” 70 Ged Finches and KierenTimberlam’s buildings showcase 
how a reusable structure is achievable with modular componentry. The modular 
building systems allow all parts of the buildings to easily be assembled, disassembled, 
replaced, reused and recycled over the buildings’ lifespan. These two building designs 
introduce the circular economy concept, reducing waste and energy required to build 
and renovate buildings. A holistic ecological design could be proposed by integrating 
nature into the design with the promotion of biodiversity, water-conscious design, and 
sustainable energy production like BedZEN and producing a building designed for 
disassembly and life-cycle consideration such as the Loblolly house and the X-Frame.

70. Yeang, Saving the Planet By Design, 130. 41



5.0 
Auckland Site Precedents Review

The objective of this chapter is to gain a better 
understanding of how Aurangas goals of a community-
driven design can be achieved by looking into current 
developments within Auckland. Auranga is in the early 
development stages, therefore to help the research 
gain a better understanding of what new developments 
within Auckland are like, Stonefields, Hobsonville Point 
and Silverdale will be explored and analysed to help 
influence and inspire the project design. These site 
precedent studies explore what is currently being done 
within Auckland and what works and what has not 
worked. Due to Auranga currently only having a few 
low rise residential housing and a retirement complex 
finished, there is little to take and critique as a lot is still 
open to change. Therefore these three developments 
will help better inform the master planning and building 
design for the project.



Stonefields is a new housing development located in East Auckland. The developers 
have used a grid system to make it easy to get around with a car and or pedestrians 
to find their way around. This typology is typically seen in city layouts where cars 
dominate the streets requiring efficient layouts to reduce traffic. As for suburban 
layouts, the focus should be to design around the pedestrian. 71 This grid system 
creates a high level of repetition and sameness, making every street look identical. A 
big issue with Stonefields development is the lack of variation, with various coloured 
claddings being the only attempt to create a sense of character and individuality in 
each street. 

At the South-West end of the site, there is a street of amenities with no direct road 
connecting to Stonefields, requiring a car for convenient access. This section of stores 
was a part of the master planning stage but is entirely separate from the development; 
there is a trail walk that allows access on foot but is not convenient for most Stonefield 
residents.

Many apartment blocks are located within the South West area of the site, with little 
connection to the site amenities. What makes high-density development desirable 
and successful is having amenities within proximity to residential buildings. In his 
book, Pattern Language, Christopher Alexander explains, “density dwindles as we get 
away from centres.” 72 Some people want to be close to shops and work, but some 
want to be away from density and closer to nature, so it is about finding a fair trade-
off. However, the apartments are located at the furthest point from the entrance and 
Stonefields amenities. There is a trail walk connecting to Magma Cres, leading to 
the back end of Noel Leaming, providing access to the street of amenities. This trail 
appears to be the reason for the placement of the apartment complex. However, the 
trail is on a steep incline, making it difficult and unpleasant for residents to traverse, 
leading residents to use personal vehicles over walking, increasing the development’s 
carbon footprint. 

5.1 Stonefields

71. Templeton, “Welcome to Stonefields,” Stonefields, accessed September 26, 2021, https://www.stonefields.co.nz/.
72. Christopher Alexander, Sara Ishikawa, Murray Silverstein, Max Jacobson, Ingrid Fiksdahl-King, and Shlomo Angel., A Pattern Language (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1AD), 156.A
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Figure 38.

Near the amenities located within Stonefield, there are two-story high-density 
buildings, with a five-story apartment building. Christopher Alexander explains how 
“high buildings make people uncomfortable” 73 in his book Pattern Language. It is ideal 
for buildings to be no higher than four levels as it makes it unpleasant for pedestrians 
on the ground floor. The five-level apartment block located right next to the small 
residential buildings creates discomfort for residents on the ground floor as there is a 
sudden change in building height rather than a gradual one.

The school located at the centre of the development allows residents to get to and 
from the school with ease. The large field being centralised encourages kids from 
around the neighbourhood to interact with one another due to the high level of 
accessibility, as opposed to the Wetland reserve located at the South-West end of 
Stonefield. The Wetland reserve being between a 10 to 20 min walk for residents 
located at the northern ends of Stonefields discourages people from making their way 
to the reserve. 

73. Christopher Alexander, Sara Ishikawa, Murray Silverstein, Max Jacobson, Ingrid Fiksdahl-King, and Shlomo Angel., A Pattern Language (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1AD), 115. 45

Figure 39.

Figure 40.



The streets in front of the houses are narrow, with no parking space causing cars to 
park over the grass. The road is only wide enough for two cars, meaning only one car 
can pass through at a time when residents park their vehicles on the streets leading to 
congestion. Street car parking allows for neater roads and stops the grass from getting 
ruined by cars, as seen on the main road.

5.1.1 Stonefields roads:

5.1.2 Stonefields Residential houses:
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Figure 41. Stonefields streets

Figure 42.

Figure 43.

Figure 44.

Stonefields main road

Stonefield has made most of its high-density houses from this design, making every 
street look almost identical with no individuality or character. The heavy use of brick 
makes every street very dark and heavy, with small patches of grass to liven the 
space. There is no privacy, with the large windows allowing pedestrians to see into the 
whole building. Every building can be seen with blinds fully shut, leading to no natural 
sunlight being let in, making it unpleasant for the occupants.

The building is cramped into the site. The houses appear to look spacious with the 
generously large front yard, but it has left little to no room on the backside of the 
buildings, forcing the neighbours to be pushed up close to one another. The orientation 
makes this lack of spacing worse as the front row faces north, blocking any natural 
sunlight the rear houses might get. The rear houses face south; they get no natural 
sunlight for most of the day because of the cramped design, leading to cold and dark 
houses.

These are the second variation of low-rise, high-density houses in Stonefields. The 
low-level fence and shrubbery provide no privacy allowing pedestrians to see into 
and through the whole bottom level of the house. These buildings face directly at 
the school, which has a constant influx of people walking past, easily looking directly 
into each house. Curtains are the only form of privacy these buildings have; being 
continuously closed means very little light enters the house. The rear side of the 
buildings is blocked off by garages, meaning the houses are in constant darkness, 
making it unpleasant for residents.

There are five rows of houses copying the exact layout of this design. Coloured panels 
are the only attempt to create variation, leading every street to look the same, creating 
a dull and soulless set of houses.The designers have attempted not to have the front 
of the buildings be car dominant by locating single car garages on the backside of 
the buildings. The garages’ location makes the whole back section dedicated to cars, 
leading to no private outdoor space for the residents. The front patio allows residents 
to interact with pedestrians while outside, but people need an outdoor area to retreat 
to in private.  

Stonefields residential 1:

Stonefields residential 2:
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Figure 45.

Figure 46.



Hobsonville Point is a housing subdivision located in Auckland. Hobsonville’s amenities 
are spread across the whole development, and many parks and open seating spaces 
around the residential areas. The lack of centralisation and focus on nodes of public 
amenities produces a negative effect; as discussed by Christopher in his book Pattern 
Language, “scattering nodes around the city does nothing for the city”. 74 It might 
create convenience to spread amenities across the site, but this produces empty and 
lifeless spaces uninviting to people. These empty amenities discourage users from 
staying and occupying the spaces, causing occupants to go in, get what they need and 
leave. In Cities for People, Jan Gehl discusses that a “lively space welcomes people”75 
because individuals feel more comfortable in active areas.

The seemingly unplanned pockets of amenities translate into the architecture, 
where the buildings appear to be random, as every building is vastly different from 
its neighbour. Large amounts of variation can be positive as variety is needed, 
but Hobsonville has too much going on. Hobsonville’s identity is lost in a sea of 
juxtaposing structures. The heavy use of brick and drastic changes from dark brick to 
light white timber cladding create harsh and unpleasant transitions between buildings.

5.2 Hobsonville Point

74. Alexander, Ishikawa, Silverstein, Jacobson, Fiksdahl-King, and Angel., A Pattern Language, 165.
75. Gehl, Cities for People, 63.
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Figure 47.

Figure 48.

5.2.1 Hobsonville Point Residential Houses 
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Figure 49.

Figure 52.

Figure 51.

Figure 50.



This building is located on Hobsonville Point Road, next to multiple brick heavy 
apartments. The white timber causes the buildings to appear out of place, juxtaposing 
the neighbouring brick buildings. A variety in building design is refreshing, but it is not 
successful within Hobsonville as there is too much variety creating confusion in the 
area’s character. 

The lack of outdoor space causes residents to leave their laundry outside on their deck 
facing the main roads to dry. When designing, outdoor space needs to be considered 
to allow residents to have privacy and somewhere to dry their clothes without putting 
them out on display to people passing through.  

The small shrubs offer not privacy to the residents 
of the buildings from pedestrians walking by. The 
entranceway and stairs are located to one side of 
the building with large windows, allowing plenty 
of natural light to fill the small spaces. Residential 
building 1 has the entrance and stairs located in 
the south of the building where no natural light can 
enter, creating dark and unpleasant passageways.

Hobsonville Point Residential 1 
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Figure 53.

Figure 54.

These buildings have no privacy on the ground floor from pedestrians walking past, 
leading occupants to have their blinds closed throughout the day, blocking any natural 
light from entering the building. The small shrubs are not enough to block people’s 
views.

The buildings are orientated to face North, providing sunlight to all the rooms 
throughout the whole day. However, the buildings are roughly 10 meters deep, 
meaning half the building never receives any natural light making it very dark, causing 
residents to rely on artificial lighting during the day.

There is no backyard, only a shared driveway for residents to park their cars. The 
designers have attempted to compensate for the lack of outdoor space by providing 
two shared spaces on the ends of the buildings. The left-hand side is between a five-
storey brick apartment block, which makes the space feel cramped and overwhelming 
to pedestrians on the street level. The right-hand side has four benches looking at 
the buildings’ walls or looking out into the school office building. Little thought or 
consideration appears to have gone into the purpose of these spaces other than 
attempting to provide outdoor amenities that no one will use as there is no reason for 
residents to stay within these spaces.

Hobsonville Point Residential 2 
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Figure 55.



The set of residential buildings have been constructed entirely out of brick. The brick 
is not uniform and has a variety of shades and imperfections. Brick is a chaotic piece 
of material that can be overwhelming to the eye if misused or overused. The various 
roof heights, lack of window alignment and multiple colours of brick create a chaotic 
building facade with too much going on. Every element on the building is working 
against the brick by competing with it for attention instead of complementing the brick.

The balconies on the side of the apartments face the neighbouring apartment 
buildings, meaning residents can see directly into their neighbours’ apartments with 
ease. Lack of privacy is a common theme found not only in the apartment buildings but 
within Hobsonville Point’s residential houses. 

The passageways between each building leading into the shared green courtyard 
are well spaced, making it comfortable for residents to pass through. The open green 
courtyard in the back is a welcomed addition for allowing residents to meet each other 
and interact. However, with nothing encouraging residents to stay or use the space, 
there is no reason for people to use it for anything other than passing through. 

The shared space located further down the street is an example of what residential 
building 2 should have done. There is a covered outdoor barbeque, an open field, 
playground, and benches; this is an example of a small shared courtyard that allows 
residents to interact with each other and have the opportunity to stay and use the 
space.

Hobsonville Point Residential 3 

5.2.2 Hobsonville Amenities 
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Figure 56.

Figure 57.
Figure 58.

In New Urbanism and Beyond, Tom Marineau 
discusses that “Suburban residential bedroom 
communities are beginning to be recognised 
as not real communities,” 76 in order to have a 
community, there must be some commercial, 
recreational and office use that residents can 
walk to. Silverdale is a new development on 
the North Shore of Auckland. It is an example 
of an attempt within New Zealand to avoid 
bedroom neighbourhoods. The development 
can be split into two zones; the first zone 
focuses on amenities, and the second zone 
focuses on residential. The development has 
allowed for the desired suburban lifestyle within 
New Zealand while providing the convenience 
of urban living. 

All the apartments and high-density living 
can be found around the amenities, except 
for one set of row houses a 10-minute walk 
away. A straight leisurely path allows residents 
convenient access to the shops and parks 
within the residential zone and to Silverdales 
shopping centre, encouraging residents 
to walk rather than drive. There is a wide 
footpath running next to the wetland, making 
the experience for pedestrians pleasant and 
comfortable by also allowing pedestrians to 
pass each other with ease.

5.3 Silverdale

76. Tigran Haas, New Urbanism and Beyond Designing Cities for the Future (New York: Rizzoli International Publications, 2008), 100.
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Figure 59.

Figure 60. Silverdale foot path



Within Millwater, there is a small section of amenities near one another. Shops and 
various other amenities are located near the school, park and high-density residential 
blocks. “Lively space welcomes people,” 77 as discussed by Jan Gehl in Cities for 
People. The variety of amenities invites people with different intentions into one area, 
creating a much more active and lively space that engages the residents to stay rather 
than go in, get what they need and leave. 

77. Gehl, Cities for People, 63.
78. Alexander, Ishikawa, Silverstein, Jacobson, Fiksdahl-King, and Angel., A Pattern Language, 165.

Millwater has one mixed-use building with 
residential apartments located on the top 2 
floors and various shops on the ground floor. 
The mixed-use structure is a more efficient 
and sustainable use of land than single-use 
structures. Mixed-use buildings allow for 
continuous use of the land at all hours, unlike 
residential houses that are only occupied 
at certain times of the day and provide one 
service for a large amount of real estate.
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Figure 61.

Figure 62. Mixed-use buildings

Figure 63.

These row houses are located at the north end of Milwater; they have large north-
facing facades to capture the view towards the wetlands. However, these large 
apertures allow pedestrians to look into the entire building with ease. There is no 
privacy other than the curtains for residents and small shrubs that have not fully grown 
on most buildings. It appears some residents felt uncomfortable with the small shrubs 
not providing enough cover, so some fences have timber cladding, and some have 
fake foliage to give some privacy to the residence. 

The buildings have deep floor plans, meaning almost half the building gets no natural 
light due to one half of the building facing south with no east or west-facing windows. 
The lack of privacy also means occupants have their curtains closed; due to these 
design flaws, residents must rely on artificial lighting throughout the day and night.

The wetlands across the road have been considered in the development in the land, 
filled with native bush. However, little of the native flora and fauna have been brought 
within the site. A handful of trees and shrubs have been planted along the roads and 
parts of the paths. Nevertheless, most of the land is covered with flat grass fields, 
lacking in native ecology or promotion of bio-diversity.

5.3.1 Silverdale Residential Houses 

Silverdale Residential 1
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Figure 64.

Figure 65.

Figure 66.

Figure 67.

Figure 68.



The orientation of the buildings is north, meaning they have the same issue as the 
first residential building, only receiving light into half the building. The large windows 
provide for maximum sunlight to get in. However, unlike the first residential building, 
skylights help with light getting into the south end of the building, something the first 
residential building could use to help improve the natural lighting. This building also 
has large windows leading light into the entrance and internal staircases providing 
plenty of natural light into the passageways of the buildings.

Privacy is an issue within these buildings; the slight elevation on the left-hand side 
helps raise the fence above eye level for pedestrians walking up the hill. However, 
when looking directly at the buildings, there is no form of privacy. The ground floors 
consist of open floor plans allowing pedestrians to see right through the whole house.

The car park is external but is covered by the second floor, acting as a carport. The 
carport located in the back means there are two entrances, a convenient design to 
implement as it allows residents to enter from both sides of the house. Because of the 
shared driveway in the back, there is no private backyard. There is only the front patio 
on the ground floor and the balcony on the second floor, both facing the street. 

The building is repeated along the street with alternating roof styles to create more 
variation.  However, due to the use of whites and simple design along the building 
facades, the alternating roofs allow for enough variation without creating chaos and 
juxtaposing buildings like Hobsonville’s brick buildings.

Silverdale Residential 2
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Figure 69.

The building orientation is south, meaning light never enters the front of the building; 
therefore, a backyard has been provided, with a balcony facing away from the street. 
These spaces allow residents to enjoy their outdoor space and have large openings 
to provide northern sunlight and warmth into the building. The neighbours are close 
enough to see into the backyard and directly into each other’s houses. This issue can 
easily be designed around by having the bathroom located in the south end of the 
neighbours’ buildings. Because bathrooms typically have smaller windows and frosted 
glass, it creates privacy for both houses by blocking direct views and allowing natural 
light to enter. 

The houses are open floor plans to allow for light to travel through the building easily, 
but due to the large windows facing the street with no privacy, pedestrians can easily 
see into the entire house. 

These buildings appear to have internal bathrooms as there are solar tubes located 
on the roof of the buildings to provide light into the bathrooms. Not ideal for residents, 
but often seen in smaller housing with limited access to windows. However, there is an 
opportunity to get extra light into the buildings as they are located on a slope allowing 
for eastern sunlight. A design feature that must not have been considered if the 
buildings were designed as individual units and simply copied over six times.

Silverdale Residential 3
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Figure 70.



5.4 Reflection and Comparisons

5.4.1 Master Planning:

In New Urbanism and Beyond, Tom Marineau discusses that “Suburban residential 
bedroom communities are beginning to be recognised as not real communities,” 79 in 
order to have a community, there must be some commercial, recreational and office 
use that residents can walk to. A common theme in many of the newer developments 
is the implantation of amenities and community centres, as bedroom communities 
are beginning to be understood as unsustainable ways of master planning suburban 
developments as they fail in creating communities and increase the need for personal 
vehicles. Design that has been done overseas for many years and only recently being 
implemented within New Zealand.

Stonefields and Millwaters amenities have been located in one area, creating a 
community hub for residents to come together and interact. Hobsonville’s amenities 
have been dispersed across the whole site with no focus or emphasis on creating a 
public space for the community to interact, as expressed by Christopher Alexander 
in his book A Pattern Language “you want good nodes everywhere and close within 
each other to create interactions between everyone.” 80 Millwater and  Auranga have 
focused on creating a community centre or zone with various shops, businesses 
and recreational amenities. Having a mixture of everything encourages occupants 
with a variety of intentions to use the spaces, making them active and lively. Jan Gehl 
discusses in Cities for people that “lively spaces welcomes people,” 81 making 
individuals feel safe and want to stay and enjoy the spaces instead of going in and 
leaving as soon as they have completed their task.

5.4.2 Amenities:

A concept discussed by Charles Ma (Managing Director of Auranaga Development) 
is the importance of putting amenities in before completing the construction of 
residential buildings. Charles stated that “we want to create a place for life first, then 
to create a place for life to live after.” 82 Believing that it is challenging to force life into 
developments once they are complete. Better Way cafe is one of the first amenities 
within Auranga, and it has a constant influx of people in development, with less than 
200 finished houses. As the amenities grow and the residential houses grow, so will 
the community, which has already begun to form from the small community centre 
within Auranga. In their book Cities for People, Jan Gehl discusses that “cities shape 
and inspire the people within and around them.” 83 If developments are made of only 
houses, all people will treat them as an environment to eat, sleep and nothing more. 
In order for the environment to be lively and active, there need to be various amenities 
and recreational developments.

79. Tigran Haas, New Urbanism and Beyond Designing Cities for the Future (New York: Rizzoli International Publications, 2008), 100.
80. Alexander, Ishikawa, Silverstein, Jacobson, Fiksdahl-King, and Angel., A Pattern Language, 165.
81. Gehl, Cities for People, 63.
82. Erik Todorov, and Carles Ma, Auranga visit and talk, Personal, April 15, 2021.
83. Gehl, Cities for People, IXA
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Silverdale has one path leading around the edge of the site, which can be seen full 
of residents walking and cycling, but this is not carried throughout the development. 
Stonefields has very narrow paths and roads as they have tried to make the most out 
of the little land they have, leading cars to park onto the grass. Hobsonville has put 
wide paths and a bike lane on Hobsonville Point road but has not carried this into the 
whole development. Auranga has focused on carbon reduction strategies like ensuring 
safe bike lanes and footpaths for pedestrians to walk around easily. Auranga hopes 
to encourage walking and cycling throughout their whole development because, as 
discussed by Gehl in Cities for People, “if people feel safe and comfortable to use or 
walk to public transport then they will use it.” 84 Auranga plans to have the city rail link 
running through the developments and many busses connecting to central Auckland, 
meaning it is important that residents feel safe and comfortable accessing public 
transport to help reduce carbon emissions. 

5.4.3 Buildings:

Stonefields has little variation in its building design, with every street looking the same, 
making the whole development dull and unpleasant. Hobsonville has many building 
styles as the sites were broken up and given to various developers, creating a wide 
variety in design but a lack of cohesion, causing buildings to juxtapose each other and 
fight for attention. Auranga has done a similar thing with their residential developments 
by selling plots to various developers to create what they want within set guidelines. 
Auranga has the potential to end up like Hobsonville, but it appears they are very strict 
with their guidelines as a lot of the buildings have similarities and complement each 
other.

The main theme seen in all four sites developments is the lack of privacy every house 
has. Open floor plans allow for row houses and high-density apartments to have more 
natural light enter the whole building. However, the large windows facing the streets 
allow pedestrians to look into the houses and see people having breakfast or watching 
television. Homes are a place for people to retreat in private; therefore, they must 
allow occupants to have privacy within their homes.

Sustainability and Ecology is a narrative Auranga pushes for, but they have done 
nothing more than the other three sites. By revitalising the wetlands around Auranga, 
they have done no more than Stonefields and Silverdale; revitalising the ecology 
needs to be done within the site itself, not only the outskirts of the site. Native flora 
and fauna that promote animal life and revitalisation to the whole site are essential; 
revitalising the wetlands is a good start, but it is not enough. 

Sustainability needs to be continued into the buildings as well, with all the buildings 
utilising large amounts of pink timber, concrete and steel for construction. With no 
water conscious or energy consumption design.

84. Gehl, Cities for People, 7 59



6.0 
Site Analysis

This chapter goes through the chosen site for the project 
with the objective to understand Aurangas development 
intentions and design choices to help achieve the 
second aim. The site will provide a set of parameters 
and context for the proposed housing typology, giving 
the project real-world clients to help influence and give 
reason to the design decision. 



6.0 Site Analysis - Auranga

Auckland is a rapidly growing city with growing demands for more housing and more 
jobs. There is currently an extensive development happening in Drury West, Auranga, 
with the goal to relieve the demand for housing and jobs within Auckland. This site 
is favourable for its open rural flatlands, which developers view as a great spot to 
create a new urban sector. With some key objectives to produce a sustainable urban 
development that; can set an exemplar for sustainable green fields development, 
mitigate the effects of climate change and coastal hazards, enhance the natural 
environment and protect the natural heritage. 

Community is a massive part of Charles Ma’s (Head developer) vision, inspired by the 
many cities he visited around the world. Charles has concluded that the art, stories, 
and knowledge passed down to be inherited from generation to generation is an 
essential part of a thriving city. Charles wants future generations of Auranga to have a 
beautiful town to inherit, stating that he doesn’t “care about the brick or the mortar and 
the finer details of every building, but the community that is created.”85 Unfortunately, 
designers cannot ignore these finer details. As argued by Michale Braungart in his 
book Cradle to Cradle, “The misuse of material resources is not just suicidal for future 
human generations but catastrophic for the future of life.” 86 Designers cannot create 
things that harm the world at a high ecological cost; by misusing material resources, 
the only thing the current generation will be passing down for future generations to 
inherit is an unsustainable environment inconsiderate of the living world around it. 

85. Erik Todorov, Interview with Carles Ma, Personal Interview, Auckland, April 15, 2021.
86. Braungart and McDonough, Cradle to Cradle Remaking the Way We Make Things, 3.
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6.1 Transportation

Currently, the railway is going through the lower half of Drury West, where it will be 
connecting to the centre of future developments. Auranga will not have the train link 
running directly through it, relying on the bus link to provide good public transport. 
Transportation is essential within the design as it will make or break the development. 
If there is no public transport connecting Auranga to the city centre of Auckland, the 
new development will further add to the growing traffic issues Auckland faces. The 
chosen site for the project is located directly next to the bus link and the main road 
connected to the motorway, providing close amenities for the residents living in the 
high-density dwellings. This location will have a lot of foot and car traffic passing 
through, making the space more active and lively, encouraging community interactions 
and engagement. Therefore, making it an appropriate location for the community 
centre, schools and public amenities. 

87. Ian Munro and Nicola Tagiston, “Drury West Structure Plan,” Auckland Council (Karaka and Drury Ltd, May 2017), https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/plans-projects-
policies-reports-bylaws/our-plans-strategies/unitary-plan/auckland-unitary-plan-modifications/proposed-plan-changes/docspc6/pc6-drury-west-structure-plan-document-a4-
printing.pdf.
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Figure 73. Auranga transportation plan



6.2 Power supply:
Overhead electricity transmission lines cross the site and cannot be changed. Auranga 
will be utilising this, powering the development off New Zealand’s electrical grid. “In 
2019, 82.4 per cent of electricity generation came from renewables,” 88 as stated by 
the New Zealand government in Energy in New Zealand 2020. Developments can 
decrease the requirements of non-renewable energy sources by reducing the strain 
on the power companies through producing power on-site via solar panels, wind and 
biomass generators. 

6.3 Water supply and wastewater management
Auranga currently has an agreement with Watercare to supply 6500 homes with 
fresh water and a wastewater network. 77 Watercare currently provides water to the 
Papakura, but the existing water supply is provided to Drury, Oaoakura and Takanin 
by Veolia under a franchise agreement. Drury’s wastewater will be connected to the 
existing Hingaia pump station leading to the Mangere wastewater treatment plant. No 
water will be collected on-site for freshwater consumption, and no wastewater will be 
treated or managed on-site.

88. Ministry of Business, Innovation & Employment, “Energy in New Zealand 2020,” MBIE (Ministry of Business, Innovation  &amp; Employment, August 2020), https://www.
mbie.govt.nz/dmsdocument/11679-energy-in-new-zealand-2020, 31.
89. PJ Taylor, “Watercare and Auranga Agree on Water and Wastewater Provision for Drury West,” Stuff (January 14, 2018), https://www.stuff.co.nz/auckland/local-news/
papakura-courier/99801491/watercare-and-auranga-agree-on-water-and-wastewater-provision-for-drury-west.
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Figure 74. Auranga amenities diagram

6.4 Stormwater system 
Stormwater retention systems are mandatory all over Auranga; every plot of land and 
road must have a retention system to relieve the stress on the stormwater drainage 
systems. The unitary plan states that the stormwater collected from the roads is not 
suitable for onsite reuse. Therefore, rain run-off from Auranga’s streets will drain into 
rain gardens where plants and soil will filter pollution, improving water quality before 
reaching local streams and wetlands. The wetlands are filled with various native plants 
to filter water run-off further, providing cleaner water for the native fish and birds. This 
water-conscious design allows for stormwater drains not to overflow and lead sewage 
and waste into Drury Creek, showcasing a strong ecological design consideration by 
Auranaga. Auranga’s water-conscious design cleans the stormwater before returning it 
back into the stream but does not consider reusability. The only further design element 
to consider is a rainwater collection system for drinking or greywater usage to help 
reduce the strain Auckland faces with its freshwater shortages.

90. Tonkin & Taylor Ltd, “Auranga B1 - Stormwater Management Plan,” (Auckland Council, May 2017), https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/plans-projects-policies-reports-
bylaws/our-plans-strategies/unitary-plan/auckland-unitary-plan-modifications/proposed-plan-changes/Documents/pc-6-stormwater-management-plan.pdf, 104.
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Figure 75. Auranga road section

Figure 76. Figure 76. 



6.5 Site Ecology:
Currently, there is little left of the original ecology within Drury. There are small and 
isolated patches of forest areas left, with low population sizes, exposure to damaging 
high winds, weed infestation and pests, destroying the long-term viability for the 
ecology of the land. Auranga has the perfect opportunity within the new development 
to revitalise what has been lost and strengthen what is left. 

The wetlands coming from Drury Creek running along next to Auranga is all that is 
left of the native fauna within the development. Auranga is working with local iwi to 
ensure the island, and remaining native ecology is properly revitalised. There has 
already been great attention given to the wetland and stream that runs along the East 
side of Auranaga. However, more needs to be done; there has been a huge drop in 
native flower and fauna that must be revitalised because “valuable ecosystem services 
provided by wetland systems” 91 have been lost as stated by Auckland Council in 
Ecological assessment Drury Structure plan.

91. Eru Nathan, “Ecology Assessment Drury Structure Plan.” (Auckland: Auckland Council, August 30, 2017), 15. https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/09/drury-structure-
plan-ecology-assessment.pdf
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Figure 78. Auranga site map of remaining native ecological spots

There is a small amount of native vegetation left within the heavily modified lands of 
Drury, leading to the decline in native habitats. The freshwater systems within Drury, 
both wetlands and streams, have been drastically modified, negatively compromising 
the condition and the freshwater ecosystems. Resulting in “low habitat diversity, low 
biodiversity and poor water quality.” 92 Auckland Council in Ecological assessment 
Drury Structure plan. Costal edges remain fairly intact and in good health despite 
heavy native vegetation removal. It is vital to continue to support the ecosystem along 
the coastal edges as it supports a diverse range of native birds, flora and fauna. 
The native vegetation must be revitalised and brought back to help strengthen the 
ecological connectivity between the terrestrial and marine ecosystems.

6.5.1 The sought outcome of revitalising the Ecology of the land:
A key focus in regards to the environmental design is to increase the amount of 
native vegetation within Drury to help provide more flora and fauna, which will provide 
the opportunity to create a healthier habitat for native species, allowing for the 
regeneration of the ecology within Drury. “Riparian areas provide a key opportunity to 
increase vegetation cover, connect and buffer existing ecological areas”, 93 Auckland 
Council in Ecological assessment Drury Structure plan. Auranga has already begun to 
revitalise the wetlands along the streams connecting to Drury Creek, allowing for green 
networks to develop through the site, providing corridors to reconnect the land and the 
sea, strengthening the ecology within the small pockets of native forest around Drury. 
This area is already acknowledged as being a strong pocket of ecology left within the 
site. However, more needs to be done within the residential and commercial zones of 
Drury.  
92. Eru Nathan, “Ecology Assessment Drury Structure Plan.” (Auckland: Auckland Council, August 30, 2017), 15. https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/09/drury-structure-
plan-ecology-assessment.pdf
93. Eru Nathan, “Ecology Assessment Drury Structure Plan.” (Auckland: Auckland Council, August 30, 2017), 22. https://voakl.files.wordpress.com/2017/09/drury-structure-
plan-ecology-assessment.pdf

Native oxtongue 
Nationally Endangered

Kaikomako
Not threatened, Sparse

Caspian tern
Nationally Vulnerable, Serious Decline

Korokio
Not threatened, Sparse

Minigimingi
Threatened, Regionally 
Vulnerable 

Kowhai
Not threatened, Sparse

South Island pied oystercatcher
Declining, Sparse
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IMAGE OF WHERE THE WET LANDS HAVE BEEN RESTORED ON 
SITE

6.5.2 Current Revitalised Ecology 
A key thing for the building design and roads and other open spaces is introducing as 
much native flora and fauna wherever possible and not restricting it to small pockets 
of land. The green networks promote biodiversity and provide for safe pedestrian 
and cyclists paths. Increasing nature and engagement with nature encourages social 
interaction, providing a better quality of life 94 as discussed by Jules Pretty in Green 
Mind Theory. Creating a thriving ecosystem is not only crucial for the environment but 
vital for better human health. Auranga has done a good job by adding paths where the 
public can enjoy the scenery and bring in as much bio-diversity as possible into the 
site. However, this needs to be brought back into the architecture and not kept along 
the outskirts, something Auranaga does not have much control over. It is still early in 
development, so more greenery could be added. 

94. Jules Pretty, Mike Rogerson, and Jo Barton, “Green Mind Theory: How Brain-Body-Behaviour Links into Natural and Social Environments for Healthy Habits,” 
International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health 14, no. 7 (2017), https://doi.org/10.3390/ijerph14070706, 11.
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Figure 86. Auranga site map of revitalised ecology

The majority of the native flora and fauna has been left along the outskirts of the site. 
Little to no bio-diversity has been promoted within the site itself. 
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Figure 87. Auranga Wetlands Figure 88. Auranga Wetlands

Figure 89. Auranga Park Figure 90. Auranga Street

Figure 91. Auranga residential houses Figure 92. Auranga residential houses

Figure 93. Auranga residential houses Figure 94. Auranga residential houses



6.6 Reflection of site analysis:

Auranga has strived to achieve sustainability through improving transport, revitalising 
the ecology, water sensitive design and making more energy-efficient buildings. 
Auranga is successfully achieving environmentally conscious land development, but 
unfortunately, the impact of the buildings on the site and the environment is not as 
well achieved. The buildings life cycle is not considered, with Boron treated timber and 
various no recyclable or reusable materials used for construction. Auranga’s residential 
design guidelines do not enforce sustainable construction methods, producing 
buildings that will add to the already growing landfills at the inevitable end of their lives.

More high-density development within the site would be better for achieving Auranga's 
goal of more sustainable and more efficient land use. Unfortunately, more higher-
density apartments are not desirable due to Auranga being an outer city development. 
People tend to move to the outer city to escape the high-density living style of the 
inner city for a suburban lifestyle, therefore making it hard to propose more apartments 
and mixed-use buildings. 

The locations of public spaces are thoughtfully placed around the site. Buildings closer 
to public transport have fewer car lots promoting the use of walking and the use of 
public transport. Schools and community centres are within reasonable distances 
from everything on the site, promoting walking and a strong sense of community by 
increasing the interaction between residents. The town center is placed in high car and 
foot traffic zones, allowing it always to be busy and full of life, providing a safer place 
for people to interact in. As discussed in Cities for people by Jan Gehl, “people come 
where people are” 95 because they feel safer in more active areas instead of empty 
public spaces. 

Wastewater treatment and power production systems are all located offsite. As 
discussed by Michale Reynolds in Earthship, designers need to bring these systems 
closer or deal with wastewater, power and food on site. The infrastructure needs to 
be celebrated and showcased to the residents and the public to allow occupants to 
understand where water, energy and food come from and where it ends up to allow 
occupants to understand their indirect and direct impacts on the environment. 96 

Increasing biodiversity and engagement with nature “encourages social interaction… 
proven to increase longevity in life and provide a better quality of life.” 97 as discussed 
by Jules Pretty in Green Mind Theory. It is important for human health to be amongst 
nature, there are small reserves for walking and revitalisation located around the site, 
but the ecology can be brought into the site and not only kept to the outskirts.

95. Jan Gehl, Cities for People (Washington: Island Press, 2010), 64.
96. Michael E. Reynolds, Earthship, vol. 1 (Taos, NM: Solar Survival Architecture, 1990).
97. Jules Pretty, Mike Rogerson, and Jo Barton, “Green Mind Theory: How Brain-Body-Behaviour Links into Natural and Social Environments for Healthy Habits,” 
International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health 14, no. 7 (2017), https://doi.org/10.3390/ijerph14070706.
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Both ecology and life systems are not brought within the site; they are kept on the 
outskirts of the site. The native ecology is not made an essential or a key design 
element within the buildings and site. One of the main goals of the proposed design 
is to strengthen and retain what is left of the native ecology. The proposed design will 
introduce native flora and fauna within and around the proposed buildings rather than 
leaving them to designated areas as Auranaga is currently doing. Ensuring the green 
networks can be strengthened as much as possible, further strengthening the site’s 
ecology. The green networks will vary from gardens, parks and green rooftops.
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7.0 
Design Process Part 1

The design process is broken up into two main parts. 
The first part explores materiality and construction 
methods, and the second half will cover the design 
applications of everything learnt throughout the whole 
project. This chapter fulfils the first half of the second 
aim to produce a design with a minimal environmental 
impact—the objective of this chapter is to investigate 
the environmental impacts of materials and various 
construction methods to understand what is the most 
appropriate for the project. 



7.1 Design Approach:

Auranga has done well with carbon reduction strategies by ensuring a good road 
layout, good public transportation design, amenities within walking distance, and 
revitalising the ecology within the wetlands. The issue lies with Auranga’s housing 
development; emphasising housing orientation to gain optimal solar heat gain is a step 
in the right direction, but are ultimately basic design principles. Due to the land being 
broken up and sold off to various developers the housing is outside of Aurangas full 
control. 

Regardless of who is developing the houses, the life span of the buildings must be 
considered. A more efficient or “less bad,” 98 strategy does not achieve sustainability, 
as discussed by Michael Braungart in Cradle to Cradle. The current houses being 
constructed around Auckland consider the present issues of insufficient housing with 
little regard for the future. Charles Ma wants future generations of Auranga to have a 
beautiful town to inherit, stating that he “doesn’t care about the brick or the mortar” 99 
and the finer details of every building, but the community that is created. 
Unfortunately, designers cannot ignore these finer details. As argued by Michale 
Braungart in his book Cradle to Cradle, “The misuse of material resources is not just 
suicidal for future human generations but catastrophic for the future of life.” 100 
Designers cannot create things that harm the world at a significant ecological cost; by 
misusing material resources, the only thing the current generation will be passing 
down for future generations to inherit is an unsustainable environment inconsiderate of 
the living world around it. The current housing development within Auranaga is to 
combat Auckland’s housing shortage. The continued use of sprawl is not sustainable 
as land will continue to be harder to obtain; vertical buildings need to start being 
designed and utilised. 

Ken Yeang and Sim Van Der Ryn emphasise how ecological design must strive to 
achieve seamless integration between the biosphere and the technosphere. In his 
book Saving the Planet by Design, Ken Yeang discusses “that there is much work 
to be done by humanity with the technological infrastructure ... for resilient, durable 
and sustainable future for human society, we need to re-purpose, reinvent, redesign, 
remake and recover our human made world so that our built environment and all 
the artefacts and structures are seamlessly bio-integrated with nature and function 
synergistically with it.” 101 Ken believes that the use of biomimicry can help achieve 
sustainability. Biomimicry is used for taking inspiration and lessons from nature that 
can be applied as design solutions. Nature successfully adapts to its surroundings and 
gives back what it takes, architecture “must seek to become like nature, and more 
specifically it must emulate and replicate,” 102 as expressed by Ken Yeang in his book 
Saving the Planet by Design. 

98. Braungart and McDonough,  Cradle to Cradle Remaking the Way We Make Things, 4.
99. Erik Todorov, and Carles Ma, Auranga visit and talk, Personal, April 15, 2021.
100. Braungart and McDonough, Cradle to Cradle Remaking the Way We Make Things, 3.
101. Yeang, Saving the Planet By Design, 139.
102. Yeang, Saving the Planet By Design, 24.
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The issue with current buildings is their static nature; once the construction of a 
building is finished, they are considered complete and left to reach their expected 
life span. Once buildings reach the end of their usefulness, they are either renovated 
or demolished, both options creating large amounts of waste. Michale Braungart 
expresses in Cradle to Cradle that recyclable materials are a popular way to design 
single-use items, but “all materials have far longer use periods than people expect.”103 
Producing products that are used once then thrown away to be recycled is not 
a solution to waste production. A lesson that can be taken from nature is how it 
returns what it takes and adapts to its ever-changing environment; buildings must be 
designed for disassembly to allow for reusability and easy adaptations, minimising the 
environmental impact through waste reduction and low embodied energy.

The Quinta Monroy and Loblolly house are representative examples of how ecological 
design can be achieved through biomimicry. Quinta Monroy by Alejandro Aravena 
in Chile. It is a social housing design that provides the basic structure for a family to 
move in until they save up enough money and can afford to expand the house to make 
it bigger. The Quinta Monroy is an example of creating a house designed to allow for 
future adaptability by designing for the building to be added upon without disturbing 
the neighbouring buildings and requiring a variety of specialised contractors. The 
Loblolly house and Cellphane tower located in America by Kirean Timberlake 92 are 
modular component-based structures that allow for easy assembly and disassembly; 
the aluminium frame of the building allows for continuous reuse and additions to the 
frame without the need for destructive and wasteful renovation. By bringing the two 
concepts together, a modular and reusable design can be informed.

The IBM Tower by Ken Yeang and Institute for Forestry and Nature Research “Alterra” 
in the Netherlands are literal examples of how ecological design can be achieved by 
integrating the biosphere into the technosphere through the promotion of bio-diversity 
and revitalisation of native flora and fauna. These examples are suitable for reducing 
the impact of a building within its site. However, the buildings themselves must be 
considered holistically to reduce the impact on the wider context as these examples 
only focus on the site around the buildings. 

103. Braungart and McDonough,  Cradle to Cradle Remaking the Way We Make Things, 6.
104. Barry Bergdoll and Peter Christensen, Home Delivery Fabricating the Modern Dwelling (New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 2008), 224.
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7.2 Component vs Panel vs Volumetric Construction 

105. PrefabNZ, “PrefabNZ Good Offsite Guide,” OffsiteNZ (PrefabNZ, 2019), https://a181a26c-e15e-486f-bc27-d10f034ce29a.filesusr.com/
ugd/4fe8d5_429cda7964cb4222bb8f702be5c8049e.pdf.
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Figure 95.

On-site component construction 
allows for the most flexibility as 
the structure can be altered to fit 
anything. It produces the most 
waste as onsite construction cannot 
be easily controlled, leading to large 
amounts of offcuts and materials 
being thrown away.

Ged Finches approach allows for 
prefabricated pieces that simply 
need to be assembled on-site 
without any modifications—allowing 
for great flexibility with minimal 
waste.

Prefabricated panels allow for a 
more controlled assembly within a 
factory, reducing waste and allowing 
for faster on-site construction. 
However, panel construction reduces 
the adaptability and flexibility of the 
structure.

From an ecological perspective, 
mass timber walls are the most 
appropriate. Timber stores carbon. 
Therefore, when CLT is combined 
with sustainably sourced timber and 
designed for deconstruction, it can 
act as a form of carbon removal.

Prefabricated units greatly reduce 
waste and impact on site due to 
everything being constructed within 
a factory. The controlled environment 
allows for all waste to be collected 
and either reused or recycled.

However, transporting large 
prefabricated units is challenging. 
Trucks can only tow one unit at a 
time, greatly increasing the carbon 
footprint. Beneficial for small scale 
construction but less effective and 
efficient for urban developments, 
which would require a large number 
of units.

A hybrid system is the ideal way 
of bringing the various systems 
together to allow for the best of 
both worlds. Prefabricated units 
and panels are perfect for creating 
minimal waste and a structure with 
minimum impact on the direct site. 
Component-based sections will allow 
for adaptable parts of the building, 
giving occupants more freedom and 
variety.

7.2.1 Reflection

A component-based structure meant to be adaptable and modular would not be best 
suited for a large urban housing complex as it would increase the onsite time for 
construction and produce the most waste. Reducing the amount of on-site construction 
would be the most appropriate from a waste reduction and time reduction standpoint. 
Because the residential buildings will be directly next to one another, reducing the 
time it takes to renovate and expand a unit is essential to reducing the potential noise 
and disruption to neighbours and the potential time tenants might need to leave the 
building.

A hybrid structure would be the best-suited potential as panel and volumetric 
construction allow for easy vertical expansion, and modular component construction 
allows for the best horizontal expansion.

106. PrefabNZ, “PrefabNZ Good Offsite Guide,” OffsiteNZ (PrefabNZ, 2019), https://a181a26c-e15e-486f-bc27-d10f034ce29a.filesusr.com/
ugd/4fe8d5_429cda7964cb4222bb8f702be5c8049e.pdf. 77

Figure 96.

Figure 95.



7.3 Material exploration 

Precast concrete panels are pre-made panels done within a controlled environment 
allowing for year-round production and minimal waste generation. Precast panels allow 
for quick and easy on-site installation. They can be utilised for cladding, load-bearing 
walls, flooring or foundations. 

Steel framing is an alternative use to timber framing favoured for its strength to weight 
ratio. Steel framing is assembled in the same way as traditional framing, assembled 
out of studs, bottom and top plates.

The material exploration will go through common construction materials used 
for multistorey residential buildings.

107.Litecrete, “Precast Concrete Construction Details,” Litecrete Lightweight Precast Concrete, December 13, 2020, https://litecretesystems.co.nz/construction-details/.
108. Stahlton NZ, “Precast,” Stahlton NZ, accessed October 2, 2021, https://stahlton.co.nz/products/precast/.
109. Nauhria, “Concrete Panels,” Nauhria Precast Limited, April 29, 2020, https://nauhria.co.nz/shop/precast/panels/.
110. Wilco Precast, “Precast Concrete Sustainability,” Wilco Precast, December 18, 2018, https://wilcoprecast.co.nz/sustainability/.
111. Atlas Concrete, “Recycling,” Atlas Concrete, September 24, 2020, https://atlasconcrete.co.nz/recycling/.
112. Auckland Quary, “Reducing Landfill and Providing a Sustainable Alternative to Quarried Aggregate,” Using recycled crushed concrete in civil/construction works | 
Auckland Quarry Ltd, accessed October 2, 2021, https://www.auckland-quarry.co.nz/page/recycling-concrete/.
113. Auckland Council, “How Many Times Can It Be Recycled?,” Make The Most of Waste, accessed October 2, 2021, https://www.makethemostofwaste.co.nz/recycling/
how-many-times-can-it-be-recycled/.
114. New Zealand Steel, “Axxis® Steel for Framing,” New Zealand Steel, accessed October 2, 2021, https://www.nzsteel.co.nz/products/axxis-steel-for-framing/.
115. Craig Jones and Geoffrey Hammond, “Inventory of Carbon & Energy,” Circular Ecology, (University of Bath, 2019). https://circularecology.com/embodied-carbon-
footprint-database.htmlD
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Figure 98.

Figure 99.

7.3.1 Precast Concrete

7.3.2 Steel Framing

Aluminium is most commonly used in flashings, window framing, door framing and 
cladding within New Zealand. KieranTimberlake, designers of the Loblolly house, 
have utilised the lightweight metal to create a modular frame structure out of T-Groove 
extrusions. 

Timber framing is typically constructed of studs, bottom and top plates and braced with 
either Gypsum or plywood sheeting. Timber framing can be used for flooring, roof and 
wall construction.

116. NZAS, “How Aluminium Is Made New Zealand Aluminium Smelters Limited,” NZAS, accessed October 3, 2021, https://www.nzas.co.nz/fil
es/2011042692804-1303766884-1.pdf.
117. John Burgess, “Understanding Double Glazing or IGUs,” Build magazine (Branz , September 2007), https://www.buildmagazine.org.nz/assets/PDF/Build-101-70-Special-
Report-Understanding-Double-Glazing-Or-IGUs.pdf.
118. Metals Warehouse, “The Lifespan & Recyclability of Aluminium and Steel,” Metals Warehouse, April 9, 2021, https://www.metalswarehouse.co.uk/
lifespan-recyclability-aluminium-steel/.
119. Craig Jones and Geoffrey Hammond, “Inventory of Carbon & Energy,” Circular Ecology, (University of Bath, 2019). https://circularecology.com/embodied-carbon-
footprint-database.html
120. Timber Framed Buildings: New Zealand Standard 3604:1999 (Wellington: Standards New Zealand, 1999). 79

Figure 100.

Figure 101.

7.3.4 Structural softwood Timber (Framing)

7.3.3 Aluminium:



Plywood is made from thin cross-laminated timber veneer. It is used in the application 
of bracing walls, ceilings, roofs and internal lining. 

OSB is an engineered wood-based sheet used for bracing walls and flooring as well 
as lining for ceilings, floors and walls. OSB is also commonly used within the web of I 
beams in conjunction with Laminated Veneer Lumber or Sawmill timber. OSB is made 
up of three layers, the outside layers have the strands of timber orientated with the 
length of the board, and the middle layer is oriented with the width of the board. 

121. Plytech, “Construction,” Plytech, accessed October 2, 2021, https://www.plytech.co.nz/construction.
122. Eco Ply, “Ecoply® Structural Square Edge,” Ecoply® Structural Square Edge “ Plywood NZ, accessed October 2, 2021, https://chhply.co.nz/ranges/ecoply/
ecoply-structural-plywood/structural-square-edge/.
123. Carter Holt Harvey Plywood, “About Us,” CHH PLY “ Plywood NZ, accessed October 3, 2021, https://chhply.co.nz/about-us/chh-ply/.
124. Hermann Kaufmann, Stefan Krötsch, Stefan Winter, Christina McKenna, Douglas Fox, and Meriel Clemett, Manual of Multi-Storey Timber Construction, (Munich: Detail 
Business Information, 2018).
125. Junken New Zealand, “Strandboard,” Juken New Zealand, November 16, 2020, https://www.jnl.co.nz/product/strandboard/.
126. IBS Sustainable building products, “Ibs Euroline,” IBS, accessed October 3, 2021, https://ibs.co.nz/product/ibs-euroline/.
127. Craig Jones and Geoffrey Hammond, “Inventory of Carbon & Energy,” Circular Ecology, (University of Bath, 2019). https://circularecology.com/embodied-carbon-
footprint-database.htmlD
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Figure 102.

Figure 103.

7.3.6 Oriented Strand Board (OSB)

7.3.5 Plywood

Internal Lining

Internal Lining

Laminated Veneer Lumber is typically made up of 2-3mm thick veneer, which is glued 
together to form beams. LVL can be used as studs, joists, rafters, beams, lintels 
and long-span ceilings. LVL is also commonly used for various furniture and internal 
construction.

 
Glulam is engineered timber constructed of laminated wood. Typically made up to 
30 - 45mm thick sections of timber. Glulam is used for many applications such as “all 
bar-shaped structural components, ceiling elements, long-span structural components 
subject to heavy loads”, 132 as explained by Anne Niemann in Manual of Multi-Storey 
Timber Construction. It is most commonly used for long-span ceilings typically found 
within sporting halls and swimming pools. Glulam can be used in straight or curved 
applications allowing for more architectural design elements. 
128. Lumberworx, “LVL,” Lumberworx, January 7, 2021, https://www.lumberworx.co.nz/lvl/.
129. Juken, “Framing - J-Frame,” Juken New Zealand, December 3, 2020, https://www.jnl.co.nz/product/framing-j-frame/.
130. Nelson Pine, “Nelsonpine LVL,” Nelson Pine Industries Limited, accessed October 3, 2021, http://www.nelsonpine.co.nz/nelsonpine-lvl/product/.
131. Prolam, “Beams,” Timber Laminated Beams, PL8, PL12 | Prolam, Prowood NZ, accessed October 3, 2021, https://www.prolamnz.com/products/beams/.
132. Hern, Stefan Krötsmann Kaufmanch, Stefan Winter, Christina McKenna, Douglas Fox, and Meriel Clemett. Manual of Multi-Storey Timber Construction (Munich: Detail 
Business Information, 2018), 22.
133. Lumberworx, “Glulam GL17C,” Lumberworx, January 7, 2021, https://www.lumberworx.co.nz/glulam/.
134. Techlam, “Techlam Warranty and Maintenance Information,” Techlam Warranty and Maintenance Information (Techlam, January 2021), https://techlam.nz/wp-content/
uploads/2018/03/17419_MaintenanceWarranty_7.-pdf.pdf.
135. Craig Jones and Geoffrey Hammond, “Inventory of Carbon & Energy,” Circular Ecology, (University of Bath, 2019). https://circularecology.com/embodied-carbon-
footprint-database.html 81

Figure 104.

Figure 105.

7.3.7 Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL)

7.3.8 Glued Laminated Lumber (Glulam)



Cross-laminated timber is an engineered timber that is constructed of alternating 
timber boards. The timber board configuration reduces the timber from swelling 
and shrinking. CLT panels are typically constructed between 3 and 11 layers which 
also help reduce material warp (between 60 - 400mm).  CLT panels can be used for 
foundations, roofs, load-bearing walls and beams. CLT panels are designed to use 
every piece of timber, as “CLT is prefabricated and digitally designed with minimal 
waste from production,” 136 as claimed by Xlam.

136. XLam, “Faqs Cross Laminated Timber,” Xlam, accessed October 3, 2021, https://www.xlam.co.nz/faqs.html.
137. Hermann Kaufmann, Stefan Krötsch, Stefan Winter, Christina McKenna, Douglas Fox, and Meriel Clemett, Manual of Multi-Storey Timber Construction, (Munich: Detail 
Business Information, 2018).
138. XLam, “Technical,” Xlam, accessed October 3, 2021, https://www.xlam.co.nz/technical.html.
139. Craig Jones and Geoffrey Hammond, “Inventory of Carbon & Energy,” Circular Ecology, (University of Bath, 2019). https://circularecology.com/embodied-carbon-
footprint-database.html
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Figure 106.

7.3.9 Cross-Laminated Timber (CLT) 7.3.10 Material Comparison Table

Figure 107. showcases a brief summary of all the key data collected from each 
construction material.

140. Craig Jones and Geoffrey Hammond, “Inventory of Carbon & Energy,” Circular Ecology, (University of Bath, 2019). https://circularecology.com/embodied-carbon-
footprint-database.html 83

Material 



Concrete, Steel and Aluminium are all primarily made up of non-renewable resources 
that come at a high cost to the environment. Concrete has a long life span; however, 
nothing lasts forever and eventually, something needs to be done with concrete at the 
end of its life. Concrete may have a deceiving low Embodied Carbon per kg number, 
but it is a very heavy material. Therefore to create a 5m by 2.5m precast wall it costs 
800.28 kgCO2e, 141 almost tripple that of a CLT wall. Due to the cross-contamination 
of steel within concrete panels, they must be broken up and crushed in order for the 
materials to be separated and recycled. Although concrete can be recycled, it comes 
at a great cost to manufacture to then be turned into hard fill or aggregate at the end 
of its life. Wilco believes “Concrete contributes to a sustainable environment because 
it does not use scarce resources”, 142 as stated on their website. However, Cement, 
aggregate and admixtures are not resources that can be sustainably sourced as there 
is no endless amount of these resources that can be regenerated within one area in 
a short period. Concrete resources take from the environment and give nothing back, 
as explained by Michael Braungart in Cradle to Cradle how “Early agriculturalists 
accepted the law of return.” 143 The law of return simply meant that what one takes 
from nature is either returned or repaid, which is not achieved with concrete.

Aluminium allows for a lightweight, continuously reusable and modular structural 
system that can be endlessly reused and recycled. Aluminium has one of the highest 
embodied carbon costs to manufacture; the energy cost of Aluminium is so high that 
the NZAS smelter was due to close in 2020 because of it. However, the contract has 
been extended with Meridian to continue powering the smelter until 2024. 144 Overall, 
it makes it an unviable material from an ecological viewpoint due to its massive cost to 
the environment.

Steel framing is a lighter and stronger alternative to wood; however, it is not a material 
that can be sustainably sourced. Steel can endlessly be recycled like aluminium 
without any loss in quality but requires raw metal within the mixture every time it is 
recycled. However, as discussed by Michael Braungart in Cradle to Cradle, “most 
recycling is actually downcycling” 145 due to the high level of cross-contamination within 
the metals. If metals are not separated during the melting process of the recycling, the 
quality of the metal is significantly lowered. Steel has a relatively low embodied carbon 
cost, making it the least costly of the three materials, but it is not the most appropriate 
from an ecological perspective.

7.3.11 Material Comparison Reflection

141. Craig Jones and Geoffrey Hammond, “Inventory of Carbon & Energy,” Circular Ecology, (University of Bath, 2019). https://circularecology.com/embodied-carbon-
footprint-database.html
142. Wilco Precast, “Precast Concrete Sustainability,” Wilco Precast, December 18, 2018, https://wilcoprecast.co.nz/sustainability/.
143. Michael Braungart and William McDonough,  Cradle to Cradle Remaking the Way We Make Things, (London: Vintage, 2009), 3.
144. Evan Harding, “Tiwai Aluminium Smelter to Stay Open until End of 2024,” Stuff (Stuff, January 14, 2021), https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/123944399/
tiwai-aluminium-smelter-to-stay-open-until-end-of-2024.
145. Braungart and McDonough,  Cradle to Cradle Remaking the Way We Make Things, 56.D
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Just because the resources are currently abundant or recyclable does not mean they 
are endless and not detrimental to the environment. As emphasised by Ken Yeang 
in his book Design to save the planet, “ecological design means working integrally 
within the limits of nature as functioning within the carrying capacities of the planets 
ecological systems,” 146 and not treating the planet like an endless pit of resources. 
Overall, if used, these three materials should be used in small amounts where needed 
or necessary and not used within the entire structural system.

Engineered timbers biggest drawback is the use of non-renewable adhesives such as 
Melamine-urea-formaldehyde (MUF) and Polyurethane (PUR), 147 which are used for 
bonding. Polyurethane is the prefered adhesive to Formaldehyde based resins. MUF 
has a low boiling point able to release formaldehyde into the air, which is believed to 
be harmful to health, as discussed by Maren Kohaus and Holger König in Manual of 
Multi-Storey Timber Construction. However, “bonding agents made of renewable raw 
materials are currently being developed but do not yet play any notable role in the 
wood-based materials industry”, 148 as expressed by Anne Niemann in Manual of Multi-
Storey Timber Construction.

Timbers most sustainable attribute is its ability to store carbon. Timber sequestrates 
Carbon Dioxide (CO2), storing it until the timber reaches its end of life, upon which it 
begins to break down and release the stored CO2 back into the atmosphere. Radiata 
pine is sustainably sourced in the South Island of New Zealand, which is a requirement 
if carbon storage is to be taken into account. In order to take advantage of the timber 
sequestration, the complete life cycle of the timber must be a part of the design. The 
timber structural system must be designed for disassembly to allow for recycling and 
reuse of the timber, reducing waste and demand for raw timber as well as helping 
with the reduction in CO2 levels. From an ecological perspective, timber is the most 
appropriate to use and least impactful to the environment when sourced sustainably.

Although timber is a renewable material that is sustainably sourced, it cannot 
be exploited as nature has its limits that must be considered during the design 
process. Annette Hafner and Holger König express in Manual of Multi-Storey Timber 
Construction how “the consistent application of cascading use can open up sources of 
raw materials for new production. Keeping contaminants to a minimum and intelligent 
dismantling concepts” 149 can significantly reduce the waste and demand for raw 
timber. Timber must be used and designed efficiently with disassembly in mind; 
designing for longevity, reusability and recyclability because timber takes between 25-
30 years 150 to grow. Therefore, meaning timber has a limited supply. As emphasised 
by Yeang in Saving the Planet by Design, ecological design must work “within the 
limits of nature” 151 by not exploiting its natural resources and making the most out of 
what is harvested.
146. Ken Yeang, Saving Planet By Design (New York: Routledge, 2020), 7.
147. Hern, Stefan Krötsmann Kaufmanch, Stefan Winter, Christina McKenna, Douglas Fox, and Meriel Clemett. Manual of Multi-Storey Timber Construction, (Munich: Detail 
Business Information, 2018), 22.
148. Hern, Stefan Krötsmann Kaufmanch, Stefan Winter, Christina McKenna, Douglas Fox, and Meriel Clemett. Manual of Multi-Storey Timber Construction, (Munich: Detail 
Business Information, 2018), 31.
149. Hern, Stefan Krötsmann Kaufmanch, Stefan Winter, Christina McKenna, Douglas Fox, and Meriel Clemett. Manual of Multi-Storey Timber Construction, (Munich: Detail 
Business Information, 2018), 26.
150. Peter Berg, “Radiata Pine,” TeAra, accessed July 2021, https://teara.govt.nz/en/radiata-pine/print.
151. Ken Yeang, Saving Planet By Design, (New York: Routledge, 2020), 7. 85



Traditional framing can be a form of panel or component construction. It can 
be prefabricated within a factory and shipped as panels or brought to a site as 
components and cut down and assembled. Traditional timber framing consists of 
studs, top and bottom plates, lintels and rafters. It is the most typical form of framing 
construction used within residential houses.

Standard framing is created from 90 x 45mm timber with internal lining for bracing and 
sheathing on the external face of the wall. Structural softwood Timber or LVL can be 
used for the framing with OSB or Plywood for the bracing and sheathing. 154

7.4 Traditional vs Modular vs CLT Construction

7.4.1 Traditional Construction

152. Craig Jones and Geoffrey Hammond, “Inventory of Carbon & Energy,” Circular Ecology, (University of Bath, 2019). https://circularecology.com/embodied-carbon-
footprint-database.html
153. Lumberworx, “LVL,” Lumberworx, January 7, 2021, https://www.lumberworx.co.nz/lvl/.
154. Timber Framed Buildings: New Zealand Standard 3604:1999 (Wellington: Standards New Zealand, 1999).D
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Figure 108.

LVL Framing

Structural Softwood 
Timber Framing

Openings are capped with a lintel and a hole the size of the opening is cut into the 
internal lining and external sheathing. The frame is fexed together with metal 
fixings meaning it cannot be easily dissasembled or altered into variouse openings 
once assembled.

The framing structure is typically put together using nails or 
metal fasters, which is then braced with an internal lining 
attached to the frame using nails or metal fasteners. 155

155. CHH Ply, “Ecoply® Structural Square Edge,” Ecoply® Structural Square Edge “ Plywood NZ (CHH Ply), accessed October 3, 2021, https://chhply.co.nz/ranges/ecoply/
ecoply-structural-plywood/structural-square-edge/.
156. Timber Framed Buildings: New Zealand Standard 3604:1999 (Wellington: Standards New Zealand, 1999). 87

Figure 109. Traditional wall opening assembly

Figure 110. Traditional wall assembly

Figure 111. Standard spacing for metal fixings along the internal lining.



The drawings showcase the various rafter systems spanning 5m with the required 
sizes and centres taken from the respective manufacturers. Flooring systems can be 
made from structural softwood timber, LVL and Glulam. All systems allow for exposed 
rafters with the flooring used for bracing. 

157. Lumberworx, “Structural Engineered Lumber Design and Construction Guide,” Lumberworx (Lumberworx, October 3, 2016), https://www.lumberworx.co.nz/wp-content/
uploads/2020/01/LWX-Design-and-Construction-Guide-Structural-Engineered-Lumber-October-2016-WebVersion-16012020.pdf, 11.
158. Futurebuild, “HyJoist Design & Installation Guide: 2.1,” Futurebuild (Carter Holt Harvery, December 13AD), https://futurebuild.co.nz/assets/Documents/Brochure/
Futurebuild-hyJoist-Design-and-Installation-Guide-Dec-2013.pdf, 4.
159. Prolam, “Structural Timber Guide 2022,” Prolam NZ (Prolam), accessed October 3, 2021, https://www.prolamnz.com/assets/Uploads/Prolam-Timber-Guide-2022.pdf.
160. Timber Framed Buildings: New Zealand Standard 3604:1999 (Wellington: Standards New Zealand, 1999).D
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Figure 112.

LVL FrameTimber Frame

LVL HySpan Frame Glulam Frame

There are a few ways rafters can be 
braced and fastened to the walls. 
Metal fasteners can be used to 
attach the rafters to the tops plates 
with the headers used for bracing or 
steal joist hangers can be used as 
an alternative.

161. Timber Framed Buildings: New Zealand Standard 3604:1999 (Wellington: Standards New Zealand, 1999). 89

Figure 113.

Figure 114. Traditional frame wall 
assembly detail.

Rafter rested on top plate

Rafter braced within the header

Rafter fixed with a joist hanger



Traditional construction is difficult to disassemble and be reused. There is a lot of 
cross-contamination during the construction process meaning the wall cannot be 
recycled without every component being separated. As Ged Finch showcases, there is 
no easy way to disassemble the traditional construction, it can only be demolished and 
tossed into a landfill. 162

7.4.2 Modular Construction

162. XFrame, “XFRAME™,” XFrame (XFrame, accessed October 3, 2021), https://xframe.com.au/.
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Figure 115.

Figure 116. Figure 117.

The traditional building system is not designed to be easily disassembled. This form of 
construction is difficult for alterations, creating large amounts of waste when owners 
want to renovate their building or demolition and rebuild a new structure in its place. 

X-Frame was created and designed by Ged Finch with the intention to allow for
disassembly, reducing building waste and allowing for easy adaptability and reusability.

There is no modular system for attaching the roof to the wall in the design built by 
Finch. Traditional beam and rafter methods have been used.

Designing for Disassembly

91

Figure 118. X-Frame assembly model

Figure 119. X-Frame opening assembly model



CLT is a form of panel construction that requires no sheathing 
or internal lining for bracing, reducing the cross-contamination 
within the timber structure. Therefore, allowing for simpler 
disassembly at the end of the buildings life. Due to the timber 
being a large mass panel of timber it can easily be reused or 
upcycled into other timber-related items. 

7.4.3 CLT Construction

There are many ways to create openings within CLT walls, either through direct 
cutting into solid pieces of CLT with a CNC or by having separate components 
that connect. Cut 1 allows for a solid timber wall with no need for metal fixings and 
requires fewer custom-sized pieces allowing for a more streamlined manufacturing 
process. However, Cut 2 uses every piece of timber, producing no material waste or 
offcuts, allowing for better carbon storage. From an ecological viewpoint, Cut 2 would 
be the most appropriate wall typology. 163

No lintels or other form of support is required for the openings as the panels are 
strong enough to support themselves without additional supports. 

163. Hermann Kaufmann, Stefan Krötsch, Stefan Winter, Christina McKenna, Douglas Fox, and Meriel Clemett, Manual of Multi-Storey Timber Construction (Munich: Detail 
Business Information, 2018), 54.D
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Figure 120.

Cut 1 Cut 2

CLT flooring can be layered on top of a CLT wall 
and fixed using a metal bracket, or it can have 
channels CNC’d into the panels. The solid timber 
wall allows for custom CNC cut joinery that can 
be relied upon for transferring loads between 
walls and flooring—reducing the need for extra 
brackets or joinery, only relying on metal fixings to 
fasten the panels together.

Some tolerance is required within the joints to allow for easier onsite assembly. 

Another option for connected panels together and creating openings is through the 
use of Hardwood dowels. Typically used in smaller sections such as columns; a wall 
of dowels would be difficult to line up, requiring a large tolerance. This system allows 
for multiple structural systems to be used or large curtain walls to be placed between 
the columns.

93

Figure 121. CLT wall assembly detail

Figure 122.

Figure 123. Figure 124.
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Figure 125. Life cycle diagrams comparing timber construction methods.

Traditional Frame system

Modular Frame system

CLT Frame system

The project focuses on urban housing, meaning there will not be room for the buildings 
to expand horizontally because the houses will be staggered next to each other. 
Therefore vertical expansion is what is essential. Having panels will allow for easy 
vertically expansion and adaptations, where componentry based structure is best 
suited for horizontal adaptations and expansion where only parts of the wall need to be 
altered. With the vertical expansion, the whole roof needs to be removed and altered 
to allow for a new unit to be placed in its place. Therefore the CLT panel construction 
system is overall the best suited for the project.

7.4.4 Material Comparison Reflection
Ken Yeang express in Saving the planet by Design; Designers need to change from 
a “take-make-dispose linear economy to a circular economy of take - make - reuse 
- recycle - replenish - reintegrate back into the natural environment.” 164 Traditional 
timber construction is very much a take - make - dispose system with a liner life-
cycle. Due to the difficulty of disassembling and reusing any of the materials within 
the construction, everything ends up in a landfill at the end of a buildings life or during 
a renovation. Ged Finches solution to the issue solves the difficulty of disassembling 
the timber frame structure, creating the opportunity for a circular economy and a 
non-linear life-cycle. However, this structural system is limited to only being used for 
what it was designed for, it cannot be upcycled or reused for anything other than the 
X-Frame system. Nature has limits that designers need to work within, but allowing for 
reusability, the stress put upon the earth to produce more raw materials is reduced. 
CLT, a mass timber panel, has the least amount of cross-contamination and can be 
reused for various timber-related things as it can be reused, recycled and up-cycled. 
Allowing timber to be reused in more than one way reduces the high demand for 
timber and reduces the stress put on the planet from the high demand. From an 
ecological perspective, CLT is the better option as it is the least wasteful construction 
method and has the most amount of alternative uses.

Traditional timber construction does not allow for easy alterations, requiring heavy 
demolition during renovation or the end of the building life, creating large amounts of 
waste. Ged Finches modular component design allows for easy alterations upon the 
existing structure as a solution to the traditional constructions. A modular component 
structure allows for horizontal alterations and expansion. CLT panels cannot be altered 
once made unless they are cut into and permanently changed but allow for easier 
vertical expansion. 

164. Yeang, Saving the Planet By Design, 130. 95

Figure 125.



8.0 
Design Process Part 2

The following chapter fulfils the second aim, which 
is to produce a design with minimal environmental 
impact and thoughtful integration into the biosphere. 
The objective of this chapter is to develop a design that 
will allow for modularity and adaptability to produce a 
building system with minimal environmental impact. 
The second part of the design process goes through 
each iteration, showcasing the application of the various 
theories and research explored within the project.



The project started with the master planning to understand how the building would 
need to interact with the context. The chosen site is currently proposed by Auranga to 
be a high to medium density residential zone. The site was chosen due to it being the 
most appropriate zone to propose an urban housing development. The buildings will 
have a smaller building footprint and little to no outdoor private space meaning having 
amenities like public transport, the town centre and schools nearby is important to 
make it work.

Rachel Cooper states in Designing Sustainable Cities, “Mixed-use needs to be well 
considered because it is not the answer to better Urban developments.” 165 Mixed-
use is not the answer to creating the perfect urban development, but this typology 
creates a good typology for producing a sustainable building and community, important 
points within Auranga’s brief. Developers cannot continue to sprawl cities further out, 
covering all the natural land the Earth has to offer, designers must start to begin to 
consider increasing the density in a way that can sustain human life alongside nature.

8.1 Design Iteration 1

8.1.1 Master Plan

165. Rachel Cooper, Graeme Evans, and Christopher Boyko, Designing Sustainable Cities (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell Pub, 2009), 191.
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Figure 127.

The initial design focused on creating a set of mixed-use buildings. The ground floor 
would be for various amenities such as coffee shops, restaurants and other services 
to encourage less car use by having everything occupants need on a daily basis 
within walking distance. Plazes and open spaces that allow for people to walk through 
are essential to encourage people to interact with the area. The block layouts can 
encourage and discourage people from walking through certain neighbourhoods and 
streets.Therefore meaning it is important to consider the flow of foot traffic. The types 
of retail shops located on the ground floors of mixed-use developments are essential 
to the success of the building. Retail shops such as clothing or furniture stores are 
not suitable as people prefer to travel to a one-stop-shop or mall with many choices. 
Therefore commercial and retail shops should aim to fulfil peoples needs such as 
dry cleaners, grocery stores, restaurants, etc. Nightlife attractions are an option for 
producing evening revenue but can lead to loud noise levels that disrupt residents. 

166. Auckland Council, “H13. Business Mixed Use Zone - Auckland Council,” Unitary Plan Auckland Council (Auckland Council), accessed October 3, 2021, https://
unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Images/Auckland%20Unitary%20Plan%20Operative/Chapter%20H%20Zones/H13%20Business%20-%20Mixed%20Use%20Zone.pdf, 
1. 99

Figure 128. Initial masterplan sketches



8.1.2 Building Design exploration
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The initial iterations took inspiration from the Quinta Monroy house with the idea to 
have an initial structure with an existing frame that more units could be attached upon.
The residential buildings are located on the top three levels with the ground floor being 
for amenities. The spaces in between the buildings are intended to be shared green 
spaces for the community to walk through and interact within.

101

Figure 129. Initial building design exploration sketches 



The street running through the centre of the site was intended to encourage foot traffic 
and create a connection between the residential area on the left with the residential 
and community area on the right-hand side. However, having it as a road for cars 
creates less greenery and outdoor space for kids to play safely away from cars. The 
focus of the area in between the residential buildings of the projects site should not be 
prioritising cars as there are already two roads on either side of it. 

The space between the buildings needs to encourage some sort of use; just having 
flora and fauna within the middle row of the buildings is not enough. A park or a 
community garden, as seen within Hobsonville, would encourage people to use the 
spaces and fill them with life, creating a stronger sense of community. As discussed 
in Cities for People by Jan Gehl, “people come where people are” 167 If there is no 
use for the open space, no one will use them, and they will be empty and create an 
unpleasant and unsafe space that no one will want to inhibit.
 
The initial concept focused a lot on how people could potentially occupy the spaces 
and how the buildings could interact with the surrounding context. The initial concept 
did not explore how the buildings could be constructed or assembled beyond the first 
sketch model. The idea of having an existing building to build upon is a strong starting 
point. However, the externally exposed timber framing that would sit as a placeholder 
for future expansion is redundant and wasteful. It would need to be treated while 
serving no purpose until a family decides to build around it.

8.1.3 Iteration 1 Reflection

167. Jan Gehl, Cities for People (Washington: Island Press, 2010), 64.
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Figure 130. Figure 131. Sketch model

8.2 Design Iteration 2
8.2.1 Master Plan

The mixed-use units have been seperated and moved to the lower end of the site next 
to the bus stop and car park. The mixed-use buildings are intended for studio blocks 
and amenities on the ground floor. The parking will have shared cars like the ones 
used in BedZEN and recently started being used in New Zealand called Cityhop. The 
intention of locating the car park away from the central green spaces is to allow for 
occupant focused spaces and to drive the cars to the outer areas of the site. 

The green spaces within the centre will act as a public backyard, rather than having 
cars located in this area as commonly seen within the newer developments like 
Hobsonville, Stonefields and Silverdale. The central space will focus on bringing 
greenery into the site to promote biodiversity and less car orientated spaces.

add crane path and talk about that

The top right-hand corner will 
serve as a location for the 
CLT panels to be assembled 
into volumes that will be then 
craned into place. The location 
allows for easy truck access 
as it will not require trucks 
to make U-turns or go down 
dead-end streets, allowing 
them to follow the road to 
enter and leave the site with 
ease.

103

Figure 132.

Figure 133. Master plan showing truck access path.



8.2.3 Building Design exploration
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Sketch models were used for exploring how a building could expand vertically with 
no wasted or dead space. The main focus was to understand how the buildings could 
expand without disturbing their neighbours and where the best location for the stairwell 
and services would be.

Figure 134.



The footprint is 5m by 10m, a comfortable standard size used for high-density 
residential homes in New Zealand. Because the building will only have two walls open 
for natural light, it was important to consider how to get more light into the centre of 
the building. The sketch models were used to explore and find the most appropriate 
location for a lightwell.

Through the sketch model and floor plan exploration, having the centre of the building 
serve as the kitchen, bathroom, and staircase service area seemed to be the most 
appropriate. This layout allows the centre of the building to act as a central core that 
rooms can easily attach to with all the services located in one section of the building, 
as seen within the Nakagin Capsule Tower.
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Figure 135. Chosen iteration for further development

Figure 135. Lightwell exploration
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Figure 136. Floor plan exploration developed from the sketch model iterations.

Floor Plan iteration 1

Floor Plan iteration 2

Floor Plan iteration 3
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Figure 137. Floor plans for Design iteration 2

The initial building will provide a starting 
home for a family to move in and expand 
upon the existing structure. The central 
area will act as a service core, allowing 
services to easily stack upon one another 
and additional units to attach onto the 
sides. The ground floor will consist of 
informal spaces such as a living room and 
dining room, with the bedrooms located on 
the upper levels. 109

Figure 138.

Initial building 1 addition 1 addition

3 additions 2 additions 1 addition



8.2.3 Reflection:

The location for the assembly and crane drop off means it will need to go over many 
buildings and extend a long distance to reach the other end of the site. A mobile crane 
system that can transport CLT panels and a crane would be ideal. The assembly 
location also creates an empty unusable space for the majority of the time. There is 
easy truck access around the whole site therefore there would be no issue with adding 
more assembly spots.

The residential buildings need to be broken up a little to create some connection 
between the two sites on either side. The current residential layout acts like a wall 
blocking residents from passing through the site, isolating the central area of the site 
discouraging community interaction. 

The location of the decks for the bedrooms will not allow for enough light and will 
create claustrophobic spaces as three walls will surround them with a tiny opening. 
The layout of the building allows for additions to easily be added as all services run 
through the middle and all other spaces attach to the service core. However, privacy 
is an issue with the open floor plan on the ground floor, allowing pedestrians and 
neighbours to see into and through the whole building easily.

Creating green space for the occupants rather than a driveway for residential cars 
will help promote biodiversity. However, more needs to be done with the central 
zone because having footpaths with some greenery is not enough to encourage 
people to use and fill the space with life. The current iterations has created an empty 
uninhabitable space that will be empty for the majority of the day as there is no reason 
for anyone to stay within the space. 168

Having a large car park at the end of the site creates a no-mans-land which will be 
empty for the majority of the day creating an unpleasant and unsafe environment. 
The car park would need to be moved and located to a place where residents have 
a constant view of it and potentially smaller to provide more space for people and 
less space dedicated to cars. The BedZEN idea of rentable cars is great for reducing 
carbon footprint. However, due to Auranga being an outer city development it would 
be unfair to not provide a single car park per unit. Having one car park per unit would 
kept within Aurangas design guidelines as it would be challenging for people who live 
a great distance to rely on public transport in a city designed around cars. 

168. Jan Gehl, Cities for People (Washington: Island Press, 2010), 64.
169. Ian Munro and Nicola Tagiston, “Drury West Structure Plan,” Auckland Council (Karaka and Drury Ltd, May 2017), https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/plans-projects-
policies-reports-bylaws/our-plans-strategies/unitary-plan/auckland-unitary-plan-modifications/proposed-plan-changes/docspc6/pc6-drury-west-structure-plan-document-a4-
printing.pdf.D
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The central lane has been developed to encourage residents to use the space and 
interact with one another, helping create a stronger connection between residents. 
The park located in the centre provides the safest place for kids, as it is away from the 
roads and visible to all residents. There are shared gardens to provide a social benefit 
and the opportunity for residents to learn how to grow their own food and allow them 
to engage with the environment. There is the opportunity to promote biodiversity within 
this central land and the opportunity for social interactions between all the residents. 

The buildings have been split up slightly to allow for light into the centre lane and the 
opportunity for connection between the sites on the left and the right. However, the 
right-hand side opens straight into a road which is not ideal for pedestrians crossing 
the road.

The car park has been relocated to be closer to the residential blocks and in view of all 
surrounding buildings to make it safer for the residents.

8.3.1 Master Plan
8.3 Design Iteration 3
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Figure 139.

8.3.2 Floor Plans

The ground floor is sticking with the informal and private spaces on the outer edges 
and services in the middle. Due to the open floor plan, occupants can choose to either 
have the dining or the living space at the entrance with the kitchen and staircase 
located at the centre. Aligning the services will make all the plumbing easier to run 
through the building, as the CLT floors do not allow for plumbing to be installed within 
them. The private areas have been altered to have the decks located on the outer 
edges of the buildings to allow for larger rooms and less claustrophobic decks.

113

Figure 140.



The units will all start with the basic necessities of one bedroom, 
bathroom, kitchen, dining room and living room. Additional rooms 
can be added to this structure as seen fit by the occupants. The large 
deck spaces that will be left as placeholders for new rooms create the 
potential for privacy issues. Therefore, the top floors will be mirrored to 
allow for some privacy between neighbours.

This set of iterations was designed to allow additional structures to be 
added without requiring any form of disassembly of the structure. The 
initial structure would begin with a single bedroom and a deck space on 
the second floor upon which an extension could be added. This design 
would allow for easy removal of the additions as the roof would not need 
to be altered in the process. 

8.3.3 Assembly
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Deck assembly detail

Figure 141. Four starting units.

Figure 142. 115
Deck assembly detail with additional unit
Figure 144.

Figure 143. Tansition from starting single bedroom unit to a two bedroom unit.



CLT structures are typically insulated on the exterior because this allows for 
continuous insulation, as internal insulation would be broken up by internal flooring, 
walls. Continuous insulation on the exterior protects the timber from weather extremes, 
“that way, these components see conditions that are close to the indoor environment, 
meaning less expansion and contraction,” 172 as explained by Karacabeyli in 
Enclosure: Building enclosure design for cross-laminated timber construction. The 
building membrane is the final barrier for weather tightening that stops any water that 
passed through the cladding and external insulation. Depending on the membrane, 
most also provide breathability which promotes drying of any excess moisture. 173

8.3.4 Drained and Ventilated wall system

As stated in E2, “Buildings must be constructed to provide adequate resistance to 
penetration by, and the accumulation of, moisture from the outside.” 170 A drained and 
ventilated wall system proviceds for the best protection against water penetration and 
accumilation of moistuer from the outsite.

This approach is designed with the expectation that water will find its way through the 
cladding. Cladding is merely the first line of defence, it cannot be seen as the only 
thing for stoping water. There is a cavity directly behind the cladding that allows for 
any water that makes its way through to easily escape, with an opening for airflow to 
improve drying and allow water to make its way out. As discussed by Erol Karacabeyli 
in, Enclosure: Building enclosure design for cross-laminated timber construction, “Rain 
screen systems are considered the most effective for drainage of water and for drying 
of transmitted moisture.” 171 

170. Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment, “Verification Methods E2/VM1 and Acceptable Solutions E2/AS1, E2/AS2 and E2/AS3 ,” Building Performance 
(Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment, November 2020), https://www.building.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/building-code-compliance/e-moisture/e2-external-moisture/
asvm/e2-external-moisture-3rd-edition-amendment-10.pdf, 3.
171. Erol Karacabeyli, Brad Fouglas, Samuel Glass,  Jieying Wang, Steve Easley, and Graham Finch, “Chapter 10: Enclosure-Building Enclosure Design for Cross-
Laminated Timber Construction,” in CLT Handbook: Cross-Laminated Timber (FPInnovations, 2013), pp. 55-102, 68.
172. Erol Karacabeyli, Brad Fouglas, Samuel Glass,  Jieying Wang, Steve Easley, and Graham Finch, “Chapter 10: Enclosure-Building Enclosure Design for Cross-
Laminated Timber Construction,” in CLT Handbook: Cross-Laminated Timber (FPInnovations, 2013), pp. 55-102, 74.
173. Erik Todorov, Interview with Bernard Farrington, and Jon Davies, Personal Interview, Auckland, July 10, 2021.D
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Figure 145. CLT Wall Assembly Detail

The shared car park has been moved to a more visible area, making it safer for 
residents. However, the car park takes up a considerable amount of space, being 
20m wide, not helping with the no man’s zone and dedicating too much space to cars. 
Also, due to its location, residents living on the north side of the site have to walk 40m 
to get to their home, making it an unpleasant journey, especially if they had to carry 
groceries. 

Palfinger mobile cranes are the most appropriate for this application and lift around 
1500kg. However, a CLT volume that is the dimensions of a bedroom weighs around 
6000kg. The length at which these mobile cranes can extend to is also around 18 - 
25m depending on the weight of the load being lifted. 174 Therefore more access would 
need to be provided to allow for cranes to get into the inner side of the buildings and 
easily reach every residential unit as the new units being added upon the existing 
structure will require to be constructed via panels and not volumetric rooms due to the 
weight limitations. NZ Crane Hire have cranes capable of lifting over 80 tonnes but are 
completely overkill and incredibly expensive for such a small residential job.

Typical details for CLT walls allow the structure to be exposed from the inside, 
reducing the amount of cross-contamination of materials and the complexity of the 
structure as it only needs to be cladded from the external side. Therefore, reducing the 
amount that needs to be disassembled at the end of the buildings life.

The proposed assembly reduces waste by not requiring anything to be disassembled 
when additions to the building are added; however, it causes a lot of the materials to 
become redundant and are indirectly turned into waste due to not being used. This 
assembly was designed with the assumption that people would be disassembling 
and reassembling the units on a regular basis. However, it is unlikely that people will 
remove the units once they have placed them onto the existing structure. Therefore 
it would be more appropriate to create a system that allows for assembly and 
disassembly for when the building is being expanded or at the end of the buildings life.

8.3.5 Reflection

174. “PK 40002 EH,”  Palfinger , (August 2021), https://palfinger.co.nz/images/PDFs/PK%2040002%20-%2039.3mt%20Capacity.pdf. 117
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Four paths full of greenery have been added to allow for easy access and connection 
between all the sites—breaking up the buildings, allowing for more accessibility, and 
making it easier for mobile cranes to enter the site to reach the middle section.

The top right corner of the site has been utilised for residential housing as the open 
space for construction was redundant and created dead space. The car park has been 
made smaller, dedicating more space to the occupants. The current car park allows 
people visiting the site amenities on the ground floor of the mixed-use buildings to 
park their cars. The car parks for the residential units have been relocated onto the 
side streets, allowing one car per unit and making access to the car park much more 
convenient than the previous iterations.

Palfinger provides a variety of trucks with large mobile cranes and bed space for 
transporting things. This option to have a truck that can tow and crane CLT panels 
would be the most appropriate; it will also provide the opportunity for all the panels to 
be customised to how the clients would like as it will not come as a volumetric unit. 
Access pathways will need to be blocked off from pedestrians for safety during the 
craning process. Therefore entrances have been located on either side of the buildings 
to allow for access during this process.

8.4.1 Master Plan

Add second to last master plan

8.4 Design Iteration 4
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Figure 147. 

Floow plans were keept the same during this itteration - entrance 
was just added to both sides to allow for access if there is a crane in 
the way.

show how the crane will block 
access

175. Palfinger, “PK 40002 EH,” Palfinger , (August 2021), https://palfinger.co.nz/images/PDFs/PK%2040002%20-%2039.3mt%20Capacity.pdf.
176. Ministry of Business, Innovation &amp; Employment, “Approved Code of Practive for Load-Lifting Rigging,” Woeksafe (Ministry of Business, Innovation &amp; 
Employment, December 2012), https://www.worksafe.govt.nz/topic-and-industry/load-lifting-and-rigging.

add footnote for pdf of add footnote for pdf of 
crane safteycrane saftey
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Figure 148. 

Figure 149. Plan showing an example of a blocked 
area to safely allow a cane to bring in panels.

Figure 150. Palfinder 
PK 40002 EH Crane

w
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8.4.2 Building Assembly

Figure 151. Starting residential building

Figure 152. CLT panel assembly

Floor

Ceiling

Wall

The Shurfoot foundations raise the building, which, combined with the fencing along 
the deck, provides residents with privacy from pedestrians. The surefoot also allows 
for minimal contact on the site, which can be easily removed with a low negative 
impact to the direct site.

The lightwell provides the opportunity to create a stack effect to ventilate the building 
naturally.

The CLT is assembled using grooves that will be machined in with a CNC allowing the 
channels to transfer loads between the panels, only requiring metal fixings to secure 
the panels in place. 

177. Surefoot, “Surefoot Footings - Products,” surefoot, accessed July 2021, https://www.surefoot.nz/products. 121

Figure 153.

Figure 155. Detail BFigure 154. Detail A



The walls, roof and flooring will be made up of panel construction, making it easier for 
assembly and disassembly.  The parts of the building that are externally exposed will 
be constructed out of timber components to reduce the amount of timber that requires 
to be treated.
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Figure 156. Residential building assembly
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Stage 1. Foundation

Stage 2. Walls

Stage 3. Ceiling

Stage 4. Roof/Deck

Stage 5. Balconies

Stage 6. Top service core & Roof
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Figure 157. Residential building expansion assembly

This design focuses on allowing for easy 
disassembly and assembly without making 
materials redundant. The roof /deck portion of 
the building will be made up of a CLT Panel 
acting as the ceiling and main structural 
element, with joists, external lining, sleeper 
joist and decking making up the deck portion 
of the roof. The roof will be assembled into 
one component, which can be removed from 
the existing structure during the expansion 
of the building. A new floor and set of walls 
will be put in the deck’s place upon which the 
preexisting roof is placed on top of the new 
room.

125

Figure 158.
Detail C

Figure 159.
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Figure 160. Residential building expansion assembly.
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Figure 161.

Initital Residential Building

The deck is removed to make space for the new room.

The new room is added in the place of the deck. The removed deck is placed on top of the 
new room.
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Figure 162. Residential building 1 room expansion.

Figure 163. Residential building 3 room expansion. 129

Figure 164. Level one of the initial residential building.

Figure 165. Level one of the expanded residential building.



Horizontal Expansion

Due to the nature of a CLT panes, having a 
modular componentry sytem in place of where the 
rooms would be added on would allow for the wall 

to be transitioned from a window to a door.
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Figure 166. Horizontal expansion.



Render  - add master plan here
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8.4.3 Final Render

Figure 167. Master plan highlighting rendered buildings
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Figure 168. Render



The first aim was to understand better how to achieve a sustainable design. What was 
learnt through the initial research of the literature and precedent reviews was that there 
are many elements to sustainability, with ecological design being one of the many 
theories used to achieve it. Designing passive and self-sufficient homes are common 
within the current solutions to creating sustainable buildings. However, passive and 
self-sufficient design is only one element for achieving sustainability; creating a 
sustainable structural system is the commonly overlooked element within sustainable 
design. As discussed by Ken Yeang in Saving the Planet by Design, infrastructure 
needs to be altered so that the human-made world, the “built environment and all 
the artefacts and structures are seamlessly bio-integrated with nature and function 
synergistically with it.” 163 Sustainability cannot be broken up into separate elements 
and done one by one; learning from nature and working with it through holistic design 
is the direction sustainable design must take to be successful.

The second aim focused on developing the ideas learnt from the initial research 
to create a sustainable design utilising a holistic ecological design approach that 
produced minimal environmental impact and thoughtful integration into the biosphere. 
The research objectives focused on how various structural materials impacted the 
environment and the most appropriate building methods to achieve an adaptable and 
reusable structural system. The purpose of the design was to consider how buildings 
could allow for adaptability and be designed with end of life considerations to reduce 
their environmental impacts, waste production, and integration into the biosphere.

The assembly was inspired by various existing examples that were developed upon to 
create an adaptable and modular design. The design allows for mass customisations, 
a positive by-product of the design, as prefabricated modular systems tend to be 
disliked because they all end up looking the same with no individuality or character. 
However, this was not further developed upon as it was out of the scope of the project 
because it did not help answer the question. 

The design has produced an adaptable building aiming to rethink the stagnant and 
linear economy buildings that create large amounts of waste and negatively impact the 
environment. Single-use items cannot continue to be designed; as discussed by Ken 
Yeang, the “take-make-dispose linear economy” 164 needs to be changed to a non-
linear economy. In theory, the proposed design has achieved the second aim through 
a holistic ecological design approach that considers the structural system’s extraction 
stages, the end of life stages and the environmental impacts of the materials. The 
CLT structural system used within the design is used around the world and is currently 
one of the most ecological systems available. The shortcomings of the project scope 
are that the design is done within a theoretical world supported by real-world working 
examples. Therefore the final design is arguably successful in theory but unclear in 
practice how well it would work and what needs to be further refined due to lack of 
model making and construction testing.

8.5 Conclusion

178. Yeang, Saving the Planet By Design, 139.
179. Yeang, Saving the Planet By Design, 130.
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The proposed master planning allows residents to engage and learn within their 
environment. The master plan promotes biodiversity and positively engages with 
the environment by not designing around the car or garage but by creating an open 
green space to revitalise the site. This master plan achieves the objective of achieving 
Aurangas goals of a community-driven sustainable design. However, this could be 
further developed by designing how the residents occupy the site and buildings 
allowing for further positive engagement with the environment and integration into 
the biosphere. The shortcomings of how residents occupy the spaces are due to the 
project’s scope focusing primarily on promoting sustainable building practices.

Moving forward, the things that could be further developed are the floor plans, 
assembly testing and the way people occupy the site. The floor plans could be further 
developed to allow for modularity, similar to the structure of the building. The ground 
floor is open plan; everything but the kitchen can be laid out however the occupants 
desire. However, the current private areas are fixed. It would be appropriate to allow 
the rooms to be interchangeable; a kids room could become an office space or any 
other room the occupants see fit.

The project has explored and showcased in theory the direction that should be taken 
to construct a building. However, the proposed assembly would need to be built and 
tested to understand better the potential challenges of the design and what would 
not work in practice. The horizontal transitioning would need to be further explored to 
understand the detailing of how the assembly could work. A lot more could be learnt 
from 1 to 1 model and assembly testing that cannot be represented or understood 
from the detailed drawings or 3D modelling.

Understanding how people occupy the buildings and developing the infrastructure 
to promote a sustainable lifestyle is another important design element in achieving a 
sustainable design. Water collection and treatment strategies, passive or sustainable 
energy systems and passive house design consideration to reduce the occupants’ 
impact on the wider context would further help the built environment positively engage 
with the biosphere. Sustainable building design cannot be broken into singular 
elements; in order to achieve a  fully sustainable design, it needs to consider all 
elements as a whole. The whole infrastructure of the building, its life-cycle and how 
people occupy it plays a huge role in the impacts a building have on the environment.

In conclusion, the project has explored and showcased how the building can promote 
sustainable building practices and positevly engage with the environment. The design 
is not restricted to this one typology; it can be applied to most building typologies. 
However, in order to achieve a fully sustainable design, more needs to be done; the 
structure of a building is simply one piece of the puzzle.  
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